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AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL REVIEW
In early 2020, Australia, and indeed the world, collapsed into a lockdown prompted by the World Health Organisation in its designation of Covid 19 as a pandemic.

What began as “2 weeks to flatten the curve” quickly morphed into a year of intermittent lockdowns, a loss of freedoms and liberties, the decimations of SME’s, irrational restrictions, unadulterated government surveillance, an endless state of emergencies, the rise of the police state a totalitarian grand stride towards medical fascism and a technocratic dictatorship as well as the end of civil society as we know it.

What happened? How did we get here? Where are we going? What does this world of the “New Normal” hold for not only Australia, but the human civilisation? How do we navigate this reality and not only survive but thrive?

The Global Health Organisation, in collaboration with the Australian Patriots Alliance, the World Solutions Foundation, the QuantumPrism Foundation, Ikighais Pty Ltd and other concerned institutions (the Initiative) have commissioned this report in effort to gain an insight into what is going on; the why, they how and the WHO!

Further, the report will offer solutions to current concerns, as well as ways for interested parties to position themselves to thrive and win in the new society bound to emerge from the ashes of this dying world.
TIPS TO HELP READ THIS REPORT

This report contains a lot of information and we appreciate that time is scarce. Thus, we aimed to provide a quick yet all-encompassing overview of the situation.

The report is hence a large one, yet barely scratches the surface of the matter because the issue is multi-faced, complex, and multi-dimensional. Consequently, if you do not have time to read the entire report, we recommend a focus on the following sections:
1. Our Global Initiative segment,
2. Summary points,
3. The Discussion segments,
4. Conclusion,
5. Recommendations,

Use the provided articles in the respective sections to expand your understanding of the relevant discussion or conclusion segments. Alternatively, flick to your section of choice to read the articles and discussions pertaining to that section of the report.

If you have any questions or wish to expand further on this report, please visit the Global Health Organisation website where we have made the following documents available for your consideration:

- Covid-19 and the Great Reset by Klaus Shwab, founder and director of the World Economic Forum
- Links to the UN agenda 2030
- Scenarios of the Future of Technology and International Development report, by the Rockefeller Foundation
- Links to the World Economic Forum’s plans for the Great Reset and how 2030 will look like.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. Covid-19 (if it can be isolated) may simply be another coronavirus such as the flu or common cold. Patents for Covid-19 medical testing kits however, were manufactured and sold many years ago to many countries including Australia.
2. The WHO has falsely declared a pandemic in relation to Covid-19.
3. Covid-19 death statistics in Australia as well as in other nations have been manipulated.
4. Covid-19 tests are unreliable to test any specific disease.
5. There are global agendas behind the declaration of the Covid-19 pandemic, to benefit certain foreign individuals and companies financially and to gain control of populations including in Australia.
6. There is no pandemic in Australia, according to medical evidence - at most a seasonal flu type epidemic, nothing justifying declaring states of emergency or disaster. Covid-19 has been found to be a type of flu (coronavirus) with an estimated 99.9% survival rate across all age groups with the highest risk groups of over 65 estimated at 99.6%.
7. Confined steps can be taken to care for elderly or immune compromised people more likely to suffer from Covid-19 as has been the case in the past with influenza, without restricting the freedoms of masses of healthy people.
8. There are serious conflicts of interest between some representatives of government, appointed health officials and task-forces, and pharmaceutical corporations and global interests that prioritise their own profits and control, instead of the health interests of Australians.
9. Australians have been exploited through fear, misinformation and obstruction of freedoms as a result of the continuation of the false statement that there is a Covid-19 pandemic and the insistence that they must obey disproportional laws, rules and directions that curtail them physically, mentally and financially causing them much harm including in some cases, death.
10. Key decision makers in Australian governments and the public service have enormous conflicts of interests relating to vaccine companies and other medical manufacturers and suppliers, influencing their decisions. They are also being influenced by global players and global policy instead of the Australian people who elected them. Covid-19 has been used as a cover to bring about police states and financially benefit vaccine companies as well as those with vested interests in vaccine companies and in controlling populations.
11. All restrictions must be lifted, the criminal organisations responsible for this fraud tried for crimes against our civilisation and their institutions disbanded.
12. New institutions that benefit the people must be established and our freedoms restored.
PART 1

COVID 19 & ITS IMPACT ON GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETIES
COVID-19: A YEAR IN REVIEW

The heavy impact of Covid-19 on civil societies worldwide is undeniable. Whereas citizens used to enjoy freedom of association, freedom of movement, bodily autonomy, freedom to earn a living and democratic governments with checks and balances (if not in earnest but in pretence), none of these rights and securities are now available to the population due to the never-ending “States of Emergencies.”

In this section of the report, we will assess key statistics around the pandemic to ascertain and conceptualise the reasons for these drastic changes in the socio-economic and political fabric of our world. For in doing so we are better able to understand the justifications for this “New Normal” and our place within it.

To this end, we will review the following:

- Predicted Covid-19 deaths and hospitalisations VS actual Covid-19 deaths and hospitalisations;
- Discussions on vaccine deaths and adverse reactions in Australia and the world;
- Data on the socio-economic impacts of the government measures: jobs lost, business closures, suicide rates, domestic violence rates, and other deaths resulting from measure to combat covid-19.
WHAT THEY PREDICTED

“For professionalism to have a policy regarding conflicts of interest. The result: disease mongering that serves vested interests.”

Ed note: Disease and fear mongering. Media collusion and corruption. These are not experts.

WORLD AT RISK Devastating outbreak of flu-like illness could kill 80 million people across the world in less than two days, experts warn

Jenny Awford | Gemma Mullin
18 Sep 2019, 6:34 | Updated: 18 Sep 2019, 10:28

Coronavirus in the U.S.
Seven-day average lines

SOURCE: Johns Hopkins University (cases/deaths), Covid Tracking Project (hospitalizations). As of 11/1.
Data reporting will be inconsistent around the holidays as states report backlogged data.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus – There is no deadly pandemic”, www.cnbc.com/2021/01/12/coronavirus-live-updates.html
HYSTERICAL MEDIA VS FACTS

Table 1
LIFETIME ODDS OF DEATH FOR SELECTED CAUSES, UNITED STATES, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause of Death</th>
<th>Odds of Dying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart disease</td>
<td>1 in 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>1 in 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All preventable causes of death</td>
<td>1 in 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic lower respiratory disease</td>
<td>1 in 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td>1 in 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid overdose</td>
<td>1 in 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor-vehicle crash</td>
<td>1 in 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>1 in 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun assault</td>
<td>1 in 298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian incident</td>
<td>1 in 541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcyclist</td>
<td>1 in 890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drowning</td>
<td>1 in 1,121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire or smoke</td>
<td>1 in 1,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choking on food</td>
<td>1 in 2,618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicyclist</td>
<td>1 in 4,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunstroke</td>
<td>1 in 7,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accidental gun discharge</td>
<td>1 in 9,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrocution, radiation, extreme</td>
<td>1 in 12,484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperatures, and pressure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp objects</td>
<td>1 in 29,483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot surfaces and substances</td>
<td>1 in 45,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornet, wasp, and bee stings</td>
<td>1 in 53,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataclysmic storm</td>
<td>1 in 54,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog attack</td>
<td>1 in 118,776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning</td>
<td>1 in 180,746</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: National Safety Council estimates based on data from National Center for Health Statistics—Mortality Data for 2018

The notion that we are all seriously threatened by the virus is false. It has led to levels of personal fear being strikingly mismatched to objective risk of death from Covid-19.

Graph 1
RISK OF DEATH FROM COVID-19 BY AGE

Analysis of data from the Office for National Statistics (ONS) by a top statistical expert David Spiegelhalter from the University of Cambridge shows the relative risk of dying from Covid-19.
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Source: National Safety Council estimates based on data from National Center for Health Statistics—Mortality Data for 2018

Your chance of dying from Covid is so incredibly rare. To worry about it borders on paranoia than factual reality.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”. 
COVID-19 FACTS

1. According to the latest immunological studies, the overall lethality of Covid-19 (IFR) is about 0.1% to 0.3% and thus in the range of a severe influenza (flu).

2. In countries like the US, the UK, and also Sweden (without a lockdown), overall mortality is in the range of a strong influenza season; in countries like Germany and Switzerland, overall mortality so far is in the range of a mild influenza season.

3. Kids in particular are more likely to be hit by lightning than to die of coronavirus, scientists say.

4. The median age of the deceased in most countries (including Italy) is over 80 years and only about 4% of the deceased had no serious preconditions. The age and risk profile of deaths thus essentially corresponds to normal mortality.

5. Even in so-called “Covid-19 deaths” it is often not clear whether they died from or with coronavirus (i.e. from underlying diseases) or if they were counted as “presumed cases” and not tested at all. However, official figures usually do not reflect this distinction.

6. Up to 80% of all test-positive persons remain symptom-free. Even among 70-79 year olds, about 60% remain symptom-free. About 95% of all people develop at most moderate symptoms.

7. Many media reports of young and healthy people dying from Covid-19 turned out to be false: many of these young people either did not die from Covid-19, they had already been seriously ill (e.g. from undiagnosed leukaemia).

8. Up to 60% of all persons may already have a certain cellular background immunity to the new coronavirus due to contact with previous coronaviruses (i.e. cold viruses).

9. Countries without lockdowns, such as Japan, South Korea, Belarus and Sweden, have not experienced a more negative course of events than many other countries. Sweden now benefits from higher immunity compared to lockdown countries.

10. At no time was there a medical reason for the closure of schools, as the risk of disease and transmission in children is extremely low (1/5 of 0.1%). There is also no medical reason for small classes, masks or ‘social distancing’ rules in schools.

11. The virus test kits used internationally are prone to errors and can produce false positive and false negative results. Moreover, the official virus test was not clinically validated due to time pressure and may sometimes react positive to other common coronaviruses.

12. Several media were caught trying to dramatize the situation in hospitals, sometimes even with manipulative images and videos. In general, the unprofessional reporting of many media maximized fear and panic in the population.

13. Numerous internationally renowned experts in the fields of virology, immunology and epidemiology consider the (lockdown) measures taken to be unnecessary, counterproductive and even extreme in some cases.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”, www.swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19
99%+ NOT ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY COVID

IF YOU DON'T FEAR THE COMMON FLU, YOU SHOULD NOT FEAR COVID

There is no deadly pandemic. There is no need for lockdowns, masks or social distancing and suggesting otherwise has no scientific basis.

It must now be understood that every major prediction model (and specifically those pushed by some of the ‘big news’ media) in almost every country that “predicted” a vast number of deaths from COVID-19, were not even close to being correct.

The margin of error was sometimes in the range of 100x or more resulting in completely unsubstantiated fear.

“Additionally majority of people infected by the virus, one experiences either no illness (asymptomatic) or very little sickness.

Only a very small number of people are at risk of a potentially serious outcome from the infection which is mainly those with underlying serious medical conditions, in conjunction with advanced age and frailty; those with immune compromising conditions and nursing home patients near the end of their lives.

“Only a very small number of people are at risk of a potentially serious outcome from the infection.

Graph 3

EXTREMELY LOW MORTALITY RISK (~0.2% OR LESS)

FRAUDULENT DEATH STATS

EFFECTIVE TREATMENTS EXIST

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”.
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Similar to other Coronaviruses & flu

Overall unimpressive in terms of susceptibility, lethality and treatment options
COVID can be deadly for some people, but so are strawberries and so is shellfish. This is a blunt but realistic assessment of the situation.

Table 2
SURVIVAL CHANCE. INVERSE EXTRAPOLATION OF PAGE 6. CDC DATA AGREES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Female: No underlying conditions</th>
<th>Female: One or greater underlying conditions</th>
<th>Male: No underlying conditions</th>
<th>Male: One or greater underlying conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-9</td>
<td>99.99996</td>
<td>99.9639</td>
<td>99.99996</td>
<td>99.9603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>99.9562</td>
<td>98.7605</td>
<td>99.8895</td>
<td>97.9992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>99.8251</td>
<td>97.6094</td>
<td>99.5245</td>
<td>95.6517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80+</td>
<td>98.9087</td>
<td>92.8152</td>
<td>96.3318</td>
<td>79.9154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CDC (Centre for Disease Control & Prevention) June 2020

Table 3
UPDATED INFECTION FATALITY - SURVIVAL RATES FOR COVID-19

Parameter values vary among the five Covid-19 Pandemic Planning scenarios.
Scenario 5: ‘Current Best Estimate’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Infection Fatality Rate</th>
<th>Survival Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-19</td>
<td>0.00003%</td>
<td>99.997%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-49</td>
<td>0.0002%</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-69</td>
<td>0.005%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70+</td>
<td>0.054%</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CDC (Centre for Disease Control & Prevention)

CASE PERSPECTIVE 1

Ed note: The US due to its larger population appeared harder hit in raw numbers but it averages a similar mortality rate% with every other country. That mortality rate being extremely low, In highly immune compromised people that could also die of flu, and with Covid being falsely labelled a cause of death in most cases as you will later learn.

In New York City all U.S. deaths, the rate of death for people 18 to 45 years old is 0.01%.

On the other hand, people aged 75 and over have a death rate 80 times that. For people under 18 years old, the rate of death is zero per 100,000.

Of all fatal cases in New York state, two-thirds were in patients over 70 years of age; more than 95 percent were over 50 years of age; and about 90 percent of all fatal cases had one or more underlying illness. Of 6,570 confirmed COVID-19 deaths fully investigated for underlying conditions to date, 99.2 percent, had one or more underlying illness. If you do not already have underlying chronic conditions, your chances of dying were already small, regardless of age. And adults and children in normal health have almost no risk of any serious illness from COVID-19.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”.
In 2017 the Journal of Infectious diseases came together to study why an excess of 24,000 elderly Italians were dying during flu season.

The observed excess of deaths is not completely unexpected, given the high number of fragile very old subjects living in Italy.

ITALIAN LEADER SLAMS ‘FALSE COVID-19 NUMBERS 25K DID NOT DIE, IT’S A WAY TO IMPOSE A DICTATORSHIP’

Source: ISS Italy National Health Institute, March 17 sample

The median age of the infected is 63 but most of those who die are older.

The average age of those who’ve died from the virus in Italy is 79.5.

OF THOSE COVID ‘RELATED’ DEATHS IN ITALY, NUMBER OF OTHER HEALTH CONDITIONS THEY HAD:

- 3 or more+ health conditions: 61%
- 20.6%
- 14%
- 4%

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”
CASE PERSPECTIVE 3

Sweden having had no lockdown at all: Dr Soo Aleman has been both on the front lines of the Covid-19 epidemic as a senior physician at Stockholm’s leading Karolinska hospital, and on the research side, as Assistant Professor at the Karolinska Institute.

“Intensive care units are getting empty, the wards are getting empty, we are really seeing a decrease - and that despite that people are really loosening up. The beaches are crowded, social distancing is not kept very well... but still the numbers are really decreasing. That means that something else is happening - we are actually getting closer to herd immunity. I can’t really see another reason.

More Covid News from Sweden - from an Emergency Room Doctor Sweden has reached Herd Immunity and is now back to normal. “I haven’t seen a Covid patient for months.”

CASE PERSPECTIVE 4

Covid wards empty as virus death toll plunges

Fatalities are down 99% and some hospitals have no hope that ‘herd immunity’ may be near

Hospitals are scaling back the number of ward areas used for coronavirus patients

The number of people in hospital with Covid-19 has fallen 96% since the peak of the pandemic, official data reveals.

Hospital staff are now treating just 700 coronavirus patients a day in England, compared to about 17,000 a day during the middle of April, according to NHS England.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.”
Signatories of thousands of scientists, medical doctors and experts around the world. Including but not limited to Germany, Spain, US, Belgium and more, agree there is no “deadly” pandemic and it is long overdue to get back to normal.

After the initial panic surrounding covid-19 now show a completely different picture - there is no medical justification for any emergency policy anymore. The current crisis management has become totally disproportionate and causes more damage than it does any good.

• The public should ignore all guidelines that are now deemed obsolete.

• We should question the legitimacy of the current advisory experts, who meet behind closed doors.

• Following on from ACU 2020, there should be an in-depth examination of the role of the WHO and the possible influence of conflicts of interest in this organisation.

W.H.O EUROPE DIRECTOR “GOVERNMENTS SHOULD STOP ENFORCING LOCKDOWNS”

Dr. David Nabarro from the WHO appealed to world leaders telling them to “stop using lockdowns as your primary control method”.

It resonates with numerous other experts who have warned governments that lockdowns will end up killing more people than the virus itself.

We in the World Health Organization do not advocate lockdowns as the primary means of control of this virus,

Dr. David Nabarro said to The Spectator’s Andrew Neil.

The only time we believe a lockdown is justified is to buy you time to reorganize, regroup, rebalance your resources, protect your health workers who are exhausted, but by and large, we’d rather not do it.

INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS SUGGEST THAT UP TO 90% OF COVID CASES COULD BE FALSE POSITIVES

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”.

COVID-19 IS WEAK

CDC Confirms Extremely Low Covid-19 Death Rate
Horowitz: The CDC confirms remarkably low coronavirus death rate. Where is the media?

“Most people are more likely to wind up six feet under because of almost anything else under the sun other than COVID-19.”

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
<th>Scenario 4</th>
<th>Scenario 5: Current Best Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_0$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Preliminary COVID-19 estimates, ASPR and CDC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic Case Fatality Ratio, stratified by age in years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-49: 0.0002</td>
<td>0-49: 0.0002</td>
<td>0-49: 0.001</td>
<td>0-49: 0.001</td>
<td>0-49: 0.00005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Preliminary COVID-19 estimates, CDC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-64: 0.001</td>
<td>50-64: 0.001</td>
<td>50-64: 0.006</td>
<td>50-64: 0.006</td>
<td>50-64: 0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+: 0.006</td>
<td>65+: 0.006</td>
<td>65+: 0.032</td>
<td>65+: 0.032</td>
<td>65+: 0.013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: 0.002</td>
<td>Overall: 0.002</td>
<td>Overall: 0.010</td>
<td>Overall: 0.010</td>
<td>Overall: 0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. [https://worlddoctorsalliance.com](https://worlddoctorsalliance.com), extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.”
COVID-19 IS WEAK

Stanford Prof: Median Infection Fatality Rate Of COVID-19 For Those Under-70 Is Just 0.04%

John Ioannidis, a professor of epidemiology and population health at Stanford University, argues in a paper published earlier this month that COVID-19 “seroprevalence studies”, which measure infection rates using the presence of antibodies in blood samples, “typically show a much lower fatality than initially speculated in the earlier days of the pandemic”.

Ioannidis surveyed 23 different seroprevalence studies and found that “among people <70 years old, infection fatality rates ranged from 0.00-0.23% with median of 0.04%”. The median fatality rate of all cases, he writes, is 0.26%.

There was also Michael Levitt, a chemistry Nobel Prize winner, who developed a model that predicted the pandemic wouldn’t be that bad. “The real situation is not as nearly as terrible as they [the media] make it out to be,” the Stanford biophysicist told the Los Angeles Times.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”.

By Tyler Durden 6/22/2020
Dr. Matteo Bassetti is the head of the infectious diseases clinic based in Genoa at the San Martino hospital, said the virus appears to have become less potent.

Speaking to the Sunday Telegraph, the Italian doctor stated: “It was like an aggressive tiger in March and April but now it’s like a wild cat. Even elderly patients, aged 80 or 90, are now sitting up in bed and they are breathing without help. The same patients would have died in two or three days before.”

A second doctor from northern Italy told the national ANSA news agency that he was also seeing the coronavirus weaken. “The strength the virus had two months ago is not the same strength it has today,” said Matteo Bassetti, head of the infectious diseases clinic at the San Martino hospital in the city of Genoa.

**Ed note:** Ed note: Check “Age is just a number: Scores of strong-willed centenarians (100+ years old) who have beaten Covid-19”
Of the PCR test, the prevalent COVID test used around the world, the authors write: “More than half of the positives are likely to be false, potentially all of them.”

The authors explain that what the PCR test actually measures is “simply the presence of partial RNA sequences present in the intact virus,” which could be a piece of dead virus which cannot make the subject sick, and cannot be transmitted, and cannot make anyone else sick.

“No science to suggest a second wave should happen.”

“More than half of the positives are likely to be false potentially all of them.”
THOUSANDS of Covid deaths are set to be wiped off official records following an urgent review into counting “flaws”. Scientists raised the alarm after discovering anyone who tests positive and later dies is currently included in the Public Health England numbers - even if they are hit by a bus months later.

"THOUSANDS of Covid deaths are set to be wiped off official records following an urgent review into counting “flaws”. Scientists raised the alarm after discovering anyone who tests positive and later dies is currently included in the Public Health England numbers - even if they are hit by a bus months later."
During their long discussion with reporters, Dr. Erickson noted he has spoken to numerous physicians who say they are being pressured to add COVID-19 to death certificates and diagnostic lists— even when the novel coronavirus appears to have no relation to the victim’s cause of death. “They say, ‘You know, it’s interesting. When I’m writing up my death report I’m being pressured to add Covid,’” Erickson said. “Why is that? Why are we being pressured to add Covid? To maybe increase the numbers, and make it look a little bit worse than it is?”

By creating a massive federal program that links goosed Medicare payments to COVID-19 treatments, the feds incentivized hospitals to add COVID-19 to diagnostic lists and death certificates. It also incentivized hospitals to get patients on ventilators, which may have done more harm than good, as hospitals have reported unusually high fatality rates for COVID-19 patients on ventilators.
CBS12 said a 60-year old man who died from a gunshot blast to the head was labelled as a virus death. A 90-year old man who fell and died from a hip fracture was another. Even a 77-year old woman who died of Parkinson’s disease was somehow labelled a virus-related death.

“Testing irregularities at one of the labs used by the NFL led to 77 positives for COVID-19 among players and staff members. All came back negative upon retests.

Ontario’s Deputy Medical Officer of Health saying that the COVID testing results have ~50% false positives in low Covid populations.
The president said he had instructed Tanzanian security forces to check the quality of the kits. They had randomly obtained several non-human samples, including from a pawpaw, a goat and a sheep, but had assigned them human names and ages. These samples were then submitted to Tanzania’s laboratory to test for the coronavirus, with the lab technicians left deliberately unaware of their origins. Samples from the pawpaw and the goat tested positive for COVID-19, the president said, adding this meant it was likely that some people were being tested positive when in fact they were not infected by the coronavirus.

The agency said the PCR kits COVID-19 infection, were made in China by the company BGI Genomics and had been distributed worldwide.

Magufuli earned his bachelor of science in education degree majoring in chemistry and mathematics. He also earned his masters and doctorate degrees in chemistry.

Head of the country’s national health laboratory in charge of coronavirus testing was suspended.
Possibly Up to 90% of COVID-Positive Americans Were Not Even Contagious, Says Shock NYT Report

A shocking New York Times report published Saturday revealed that the novel coronavirus is not nearly as contagious as the American people were initially led to believe by experts.

THE COVID TESTING ITSELF IS NOT RELIABLE:

Covid-19 Testing 1,000-times Too Sensitive?
High PCR cycle thresholds generate up to 90% false+ “cases”.
Your test might say positive but you are most probably not.
Dr. Michael Mina, MD, PhD is an Assistant Professor of Epidemiology at Harvard T. H. Chan School of Public Health says that “The standard tests are diagnosing huge numbers of people who may be carrying relatively insignificant amounts of the virus.
Tests with thresholds so high may detect not just the live virus but also genetic fragments, leftovers from infection that pose no particular risk - akin to finding a hair in a room long after a person has left”.

“Tests with thresholds so high may detect not just live virus but also genetic fragments, leftovers from infection that pose no particular risk.”
DISCUSSION: THE WHAT (CONTINUED)

Let us review the facts as they currently stand.

- We see the false assignment of deaths to Covid-19,
- Doctors being pressured to list Covid-19 on death certificates to help inflate Covid-19 death numbers,
- Financial incentives for physicians to add Covid-19 on death certificates,
- Ineffective testing kits with high thresholds to detect genetic fragments found almost in all things including animals and fruits to ramp up Covid-19 positive test numbers.

It is with no small amount of concern that we note the level of deceit apparent thus far in the Covid-19 pandemic narrative. If the extreme lethality of the pandemic is demonstrably false, this begs another crucial question: what else are we being misled about?

According to the world-renowned neuroscientist (who in 2016 was ranked the world’s most influential neuroscientist by Science magazine) Karl Friston:

"Up to 80% not even susceptible to Covid-19."

"Nobel-prize-winning scientist Michael Levitt argued in UnHerd at the start of May that the growth curves of the disease were never truly exponential, suggesting that some sort of "prior immunity" must be kicking in very early. Today, though, the presence of some level of prior resistance and immunity to Covid-19 is fast becoming accepted scientific fact.

Results have just been published of a study suggesting that 40%-60% of people who have not been exposed to coronavirus have resistance at the T-cell level from other similar coronaviruses like the common cold."

“As he told me in our interview the same thing: that the “effective susceptible population” was never 100%, and was at most 50% and probably more like only 20% of the population. He emphasises that the analysis is not yet complete, but “I suspect, once this has been done, it will look like the effective non-susceptible portion of the population will be about 80%.”

IMMUNITY TO COVID-19 IS PROBABLY HIGHER THAN TESTS HAVE SHOWN

New research from Karolinska Institutet and Karolinska University Hospital shows that many people with mild or asymptomatic COVID-19 demonstrate so-called T-cell-mediated immunity to the new coronavirus, even if they have not tested positively for antibodies. According to the researchers, this means that public immunity is probably higher than antibody tests suggest.

Our results indicate that public immunity to COVID-19 is probably significantly higher than antibody tests have suggested,” says Professor Hans-Gustaf Ljunggren at the Center for Infectious Medicine, Karolinska Institutet, and co-senior author. “If this is the case, it is of course very good news from a public health perspective.”
**MASKS INEFFECTIVE & DANGEROUS**

*Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from "Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic".*

---

**Masks Don’t Work: A Review of Science Relevant to COVID-19 Social Policy**

_Dennis G. Rencourt, PhD_

Masks and respirators do not work.

There have been extensive randomized controlled trial (RCT) studies, and meta-analysis reviews of RCT studies, which all show that masks and respirators do not work to prevent respiratory influenza-like illnesses, or respiratory illnesses believed to be transmitted by droplets and aerosol particles.

Furthermore, the relevant known physics and biology, which I review, are such that masks and respirators should not work. It would be a paradox if masks and respirators worked, given what we know about viral respiratory diseases. The main transmission path is long-residence-time aerosol particles (≈ 2.5 μm), which are too fine to be blocked, and the minimum-infective dose is smaller than one aerosol particle.

The present paper about masks illustrates the degree to which governments, the mainstream media, and institutional propagandists can decide to operate in a science vacuum, or select only incomplete science that serves their interests. Such recklessness is also certainly the case with the current global lockdown of over 1 billion people, an unprecedented experiment in medical and political history.

---

**IM WEARING A CLOTH MASK TO STOP A VIRUS...**

**I INSTALLED A CHAIN LINK FENCE TO STOP THE MOSQUITOS**
MASKS INEFFECTIVE & DANGEROUS

Medical Doctor Warns that “Bacterial Pneumonias Are on the Rise” from Mask Wearing

By John C. A. Manley
Global Research, October 26, 2020

“A group is suing Tulsa Mayor G.T. Bynum and Tulsa Health Department Executive Director Bruce Dart, saying the city’s mask mandate is harmful to healthy people,” reports Activist Post. The group includes business owners and two doctors who “are asking the city to immediately repeal the mask mandate which was passed by the city council last month.”

At a press conference, optometrist Robert Zollner said:

“...the fear factor has got to step back. This idea that I don’t want to give you something that I don’t even know that I have is almost at the point of ridiculous. Let’s use some common sense.”
Here are key anchor points to the extensive scientific literature that establishes that wearing surgical masks and respirators (e.g., “N95”) does not reduce the risk of contracting a verified illness:

Jacobs, J. L. et al. (2009) “Use of surgical face masks to reduce the incidence of the common cold among health care workers in Japan: A randomized controlled trial”, N95-masked health-care workers (HCW) were significantly more likely to experience headaches. Face mask use in HCW was not demonstrated to provide benefit in terms of cold symptoms or getting colds.

Cowling, B. et al. (2010) “Face masks to prevent transmission of influenza virus: A systematic review”, Epidemiology and Infection

None of the studies reviewed showed a benefit from wearing a mask, in either Health care workers or community members in households


“There were 17 eligible studies. ... None of the studies established a conclusive relationship between mask/respirator use and protection against influenza infection.”

Smith, J.D. et al. (2016) “Effectiveness of N95 respirators versus surgical masks in protecting health care workers from acute respiratory infection: a systematic review and meta-analysis”,

“We identified 6 clinical studies ... In the meta-analysis of the clinical studies, we found no significant difference between N95 respirators and surgical masks in associated risk of (a) laboratory-confirmed respiratory infection, (b) influenza-like illness, or (c) reported work-place absenteeism.”

Radonovich, L.J. et al. (2019) “N95 Respirators VS Medical Masks for Preventing Influenza Among Health Care Personnel: A Randomized Clinical Trial,”

“Among 2862 randomized participants, 2371 completed the study and accounted for 5180 HCW- seasons. ... Among outpatient health care personnel, N95 respirators VS medical masks as worn by participants in this trial resulted in no significant difference in the incidence of laboratory-confirmed influenza.”

Offeddu, V. et al. (2017) “Effectiveness of Masks and Respirators Against Respiratory Infections in Healthcare Workers: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis,

“Self-reported assessment of clinical outcomes was prone to bias. Evidence of a protective effect of masks or respirators against verified respiratory infection (VRI) was not statistically significant”;

Long, Y. et al. (2020) “Effectiveness of N95 respirators versus surgical masks against influenza: A systematic review and meta-analysis,”

“A total of six RCTs involving 9,171 participants were included. There were no statistically significant differences in preventing laboratory-confirmed influenza, laboratory-confirmed respiratory viral infections, laboratory-confirmed respiratory infection, and influenza-like illness using N95 respirators and surgical masks. The use of N95 respirators compared with surgical masks is not associated with a lower risk of laboratory-confirmed influenza.”

No RCT study with verified outcome shows a benefit for health care workers or community members in households to wearing a mask or respirator. There is no such study. There are no exceptions.

Likewise, no study exists that shows a benefit from a broad policy to wear masks in public. Furthermore, if there were any benefit to wearing a mask, because of the blocking power against droplets and aerosol particles, then there should be more benefit from wearing a respirator (N95) compared to a surgical mask, yet several large meta-analyses, and all the RCT, prove that there is no such relative benefit.

We did not find evidence that surgical-type face masks are effective in reducing laboratory-confirmed influenza transmission, either when worn by infected persons (source control) or by persons in the general community to reduce their susceptibility.

Masks & respirators do not work.
MASKS INEFFECTIVE & DANGEROUS

UNKNOWN ASPECTS OF MASK WEARING: MANY POTENTIAL HARMs MAY ARISE FROM BROAD PUBLIC POLICIES TO WEAR MASKS, AND THE FOLLOWING UNANSWERED QUESTIONS ARISE:

Do used and loaded masks become sources of enhanced transmission, for the wearer and others?

Do masks become collectors and retainers of pathogens that the mask wearer would otherwise avoid when breathing without a mask?

Are large droplets captured by a mask atomized or aerolized into breathable components?

Can virions escape an evaporating droplet stuck to a mask fibre?

What are the dangers of bacterial growth on a used and loaded mask?

How do pathogen-laden droplets interact with environmental dust and aerosols captured on the mask?

What are long-term health effects on HCW, such as headaches, arising from impeded breathing?

Are there negative social consequences to a masked society?

Are there negative psychological consequences to wearing a mask, as a fear-based behavioural modification?

What are the environmental consequences of mask manufacturing and disposal?

Do the masks shed fibres or substances that are harmful when inhaled?

FACE MASKS POSE SERIOUS RISKS TO THE HEALTHY

There may be cardiac overload, renal overload, and a shift to metabolic acidosis.

A serious and potentially lethal hypoxia-blood clot connection has been found by a scientific study entitled Hypoxia downregulates protein S expression. The study, published in July 2018, describes how hypoxia (a low concentration of oxygen) decreases Protein S in the blood, a natural anticoagulant. This leads to an increased risk for the development of thrombosis or blood clots, some of which are potentially life-threatening.

RISKS OF CLOTH MASKS

Healthcare workers wearing cloth masks had significantly higher rates of influenza-like illness after four weeks of continuous on-the-job use, when compared to controls. The increased rate of infection in mask-wearers may be due to a weakening of immune function during mask use. Surgeons have been found to have lower oxygen saturation after surgeries even as short as 30 minutes. Low oxygen induces hypoxia-inducible factor 1 alpha (HIF-1). This in turn down-regulates CD4+ T-cells. CD4+ T-cells, in turn, are necessary for viral immunity. Studies have shown that hypoxia can inhibit the type of main immune cells used to fight viral infections called the CD4+ T-lymphocyte.

The importance of these findings is that a drop in oxygen levels (hypoxia) is associated with an impairment in immunity. Studies have shown that hypoxia can inhibit the type of main immune cells used to fight viral infections called the CD4+ T-lymphocyte.

This occurs because the hypoxia increases the level of a compound called hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF-1), which inhibits T-lymphocytes and stimulates a powerful immune inhibitor cell called the Tregs.

This sets the stage for contracting any infection, including COVID-19 and making the consequences of that infection much graver. In essence, your mask may very well put you at an increased risk of infections and if so, having a much worse outcome.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctoralliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”.

DENMARK IS NOT ALONE.

Despite a global stampede of mask-wearing, data show that 80-90 percent of people in Finland and Holland say they “never” wear masks when they go out, a sharp contrast to the 80-90 percent of people in Spain and Italy who say they “always” wear masks when they go out.

Dutch public health officials recently explained why they’re not recommending masks. “From a medical point of view of a medical effect of wearing face masks, so we decided not to impose a national obligation”, said Medical Care Minister Tamara van Ark.

Others, echoing statements similar to the US Surgeon General from early March, said masks could make individuals sicker and exacerbate the spread of the virus. “Face masks in public places are not necessary, based on all the current evidence,” said Coen Berends, spokesman for the National Institute for Public Health and the Environment. “There is no benefit and there may even be negative impact.”

In Sweden, where COVID-19 deaths have slowed to a crawl, public health officials say they see “no point” in requiring individuals to wear masks.

“They are using force to make people submit to a state order that could ultimately make individuals or entire populations sicker, according to world-leading public health officials. That is not just a violation of the Effectiveness Principle. It’s a violation of a basic personal freedom.
MASKS INEFFECTIVE & DANGEROUS

COVID PEER-REVIEWED RESEARCH
June 5th, 2020

“At present, there is no direct evidence (from studies on COVID-19 and in healthy people in the community) on the effectiveness of universal masking of healthy people in the community to prevent infection with respiratory viruses, including COVID-19 (63).”


“One study that evaluated the use of cloth masks in a health care facility found that health care workers using cotton cloth masks were at increased risk of influenza-like illness compared with those who wore medical masks (52).”


“Many countries have recommended the use of fabric masks/face coverings for the general public. [As of June 2020], the widespread use of masks by healthy people in the community setting is not yet supported by high-quality or direct scientific evidence. There are potential harms to consider (see below):

- a false sense of security, leading to potentially lower adherence to other critical preventive measures
- difficulty with communicating clearly
- disadvantages for those with mental illness, elderly persons with cognitive impairment, those with asthma or chronic respiratory or breathing problems, those who have had facial trauma, those living in hot and humid environments.

“A recent study of 455 individuals showed that asymptomatic people are not causing infectivity. A person who was an asymptomatic carrier was known to have been in close contact with 455 other people. Each of these people were tested via blood test, CT scan of the lungs, and a nucleic acid test. They all demonstrated no infection.”


Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.”
TREATMENTS ALREADY EXIST & WORK

**Ed note:** With survival chances at 99.98%, it is good to know that even the very small number of deaths from this virus can indeed be mitigated.

The best protection foremost is an individual's immune system. Extensive data and studies show vitamin D3 and zinc as the most powerful protective factors.

Countries and ethnic groups hit harder were directly linked to low vitamin D status and the consequential “Cykotine storm” which ends up being fatal. We are confident that normal and above average levels of these factors makes the virus of absolute no threat whatsoever (as is the case with the majority of the population). You would not even notice it.

For those most compromised we have seen good treatment options. The undeniable absolute gold standard however remains “Hydroxychloroquine” (one of the safest drugs in the world).

1. Medicine in Drug Discovery of Elsevier, a major scientific publishing house, recently published an article on early and high-dose IVC in the treatment and prevention of Covid-19. High-dose intravenous VC was successfully used in the treatment of 50 moderate to severe COVID-19 patients in China. The doses used varied between 2 g and 10 g per day, given over a period of 8-10 h. Additional VC bolus may be required among patients in critical conditions.

2. A novel treatment program combining nutritional and oxidative therapies was shown to successfully treat the signs and symptoms of 100% of 107 patients diagnosed with COVID-19. Each patient was treated with an individualized plan consisting of a combination of oral, IV, IM, and nebulized nutritional and oxidative therapies which resulted in zero deaths and recovery from COVID-19.

**HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE**

78 studies (46 peer reviewed)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PrEP</th>
<th>PEP</th>
<th>Early</th>
<th>Late</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Harvey Risch, MD, PhD

“As Professor of Epidemiology at the Yale School of Public Health, I have authored more than 300 peer-reviewed publications and currently hold leadership positions on the editorial boards of several leading journals. I’m used to advocating positions within the medical establishment, so I was disconcerted to find... I had to fight for a treatment that was fully supported by the data, but for reasons unrelated to a proper understanding of the science, was sidelined... I’m talking, of course, about the drug hydroxychloroquine.”

**COUNTRIES THAT USE HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE MAY HAVE 80% LOWER COVID DEATH RATES**

“We examined diabetes testing level, and intervention level, which do NOT account for the effect observed.

Graph 7
On July 9, 2020, Asia’s biggest and densest slum shocked the world by announcing just one new positive COVID-19 case despite being a cluster and hotspot.

Officials have credited this turnaround to "a combination of hydroxychloroquine, vitamin D, and zinc tablets along with homeopathic medicines.

There have been only 27,497 COVID-19 deaths in India through July 19. With a population of 1.3 billion, that is an extremely low death rate of 19 per million, or 0.002 percent. (That is much lower than for tuberculosis, which kills 440,000 each year in India.)

"The antiviral efficacy of HCQ is based on solid experimental data the experience of a team of experts in these fields (infectiology, virology) and on convincing clinical results: reduction of the contagious period, reduction of the duration of symptoms, blocking the evolution towards a severe form.

These benefits have been verified by French doctors and by doctors from other countries, Morocco, Algeria, South Korea and China."
DISCUSSION: THE WHAT (CONTINUED)

It appears that contrary to the narrative promulgating the supposed virulence and lethality of Covid-19, a large majority of people may not even be susceptible to the virus, that is if we assume viruses can be caught.

Additionally, not only are masks not effective, they are in fact dangerous if worn for long periods of time, causing bacterial pneumonia, the leading cause of death in the “Spanish flue” outbreak according to Dr. Fauci himself.

Furthermore, treatments to Covid-19 already exist. Throughout 2020, throngs of doctors and physicians came forward with Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, and other natural methods to treat symptoms of Covid-19 and boost the body’s immune system, such as Vitamin D, Vitamin C, Zinc, sunlight, a healthy diet, and exercise. In a move that truly confounds the mind and turns logic, reality and rational thought upside down, Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin have been banned in numerous countries across the world.

In Queensland, Australia, doctors and physicians face 6 months in prison and heavy fines if they prescribe and attempt to treat patients with Hydroxychloroquine.

The effective and safe anti-malaria medication that had once been easily affordable and available over the counter in pharmacies, is now a crime to possess or prescribe without any sensible reason. Why? Doctors recommending natural treatments like Vitamin D & C, Zinc, a healthy lifestyle and sunlight, have been silenced, their accounts suspended from the big social media platforms. Gyms were shut down, people ordered to stay indoors instead of going out in the sun. In effect, all proposed treatments were banned, whilst undertakings to boost the immune system were heavily restricted.

As one continues to assess this data, a deeply disturbing image begins to emerge. Why would doctors be silenced in a deadly pandemic? In such an emergency, should physicians and doctors not be the most important authorities and voices? What possible justification exists for this irreconcilable war against effective, proven treatments of a deadly pandemic?

The picture is indeed grim, for when one asks what the cancelled, or silenced doctors and physicians have in common, one finds that they all go against the mainstream political narrative.

Any statement questioning whether Covid-19 is as deadly, virulent, and whether it requires the loss of all we hold dear as the mainstream narrative claims, is painted a conspiracy theory. Any statement to suggest that easy, affordable and effective treatments exist are stricken down as misinformation.

Not only does this beg further questions, but it is gravely disturbing. For based on what the data suggests, there is someone, something, or a group actively making the pandemic look worse than it is, and suppressing all currently available treatments. Who and why? What treatments do they propose instead of Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, and natural boosts to the immune system, and Why?

In the next section, we will consider the WHO and other players with an interest in framing the narrative around Covid-19 and their remedy of choice, including considerations as to whether these players are being opportunistic or whether this entire pandemic was premeditated.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST: WHO CORRUPTION

Fred Hayden, from the University of Virginia, was the author of the key 2004 WHO document arguing for antiviral stockpiling. He was a Roche consultant at the time.

Arnold Monto, from Michigan University, had declared a financial relationship with Roche, GSK, and ViroPharma. This was not made public by WHO when he wrote his vaccine guidelines.

Karl Nicholson, from Leicester University, had declared a financial relationship with various drug companies. This was not made clear by WHO when he wrote the Pandemic Influenza annexe.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST: WHO CORRUPTION

Why The WHO Faked A Pandemic
Michael Fumento, 02.05.10, 04:35 PM EST

The World Health Organization has suddenly gone from crying “The sky is falling!” like a cackling Chicken Little to squealing like a stuck pig. The reason: charges that the agency deliberately fomented swine flu hysteria. “The world is going through a real pandemic.”

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE), a human rights watchdog, is publicly investigating the WHO’s motives in declaring a pandemic.

Indeed, the chairman of its influential health committee, epidemiologist Wolfgang Wodarg, has declared that the “false pandemic” is “one of the greatest medicine scandals of the century.”

Even within the agency, the director of the WHO Collaborating Centre for Epidemiology in Munster, Germany, Dr. Ulrich Kiel, has essentially labelled the pandemic a hoax.

“We are witnessing a gigantic misallocation of resources [$18 billion so far] in terms of public health,” he said.

They’re right. This wasn’t merely over-cautiousness or simple misjudgement. The pandemic declaration and all the Klaxon-ringing since reflect sheer dishonesty motivated not by medical concerns but political ones. Unquestionably, swine flu has proved to be vastly milder than ordinary seasonal flu. It kills at a third to a tenth the rate, according to U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates.

Data from other countries like France and Japan indicate it’s far tamer than that.

10 YEARS AGO W.H.O FAKED A PANDEMIC

In June 2009 the WHO declared the H1N1 outbreak to be a pandemic.

(On the advice of an emergency committee, the names of whose members were not made public at the time.)

“We are witnessing a gigantic misallocation of resources [$18 billion so far] in terms of public health.”

But how could the organization declare a pandemic when its own official definition required “simultaneous epidemics worldwide with enormous numbers of deaths and illness?”

“In May, in what admitted was a direct response to the outbreak of swine flu the month before, WHO changed the definition to match swine flu that simply eliminated severity as a factor. You could now (technically) have a “pandemic with zero deaths.”

“Even within the agency, the director of the WHO Collaborating Center for Epidemiology in Munster, Germany, Dr. Ulrich Kiel, had essentially labelled the pandemic a hoax.”

“Even within the agency, the director of the WHO Collaborating Centre for Epidemiology in Munster, Germany, Dr. Ulrich Kiel, had essentially labelled the pandemic a hoax.”

One of the greatest medicine scandals of the century.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.”
CONFLICT OF INTEREST: WHO CORRUPTION

In 1988 Halfdan Mahler (WHO director general during 1973-1988) in the daily Danish newspaper Politiken warned the world against the power the pharmaceutical industry had over WHO.

“In 2010 a number of representatives from governments all over the world as well as a number of international organizations i.e. the Council of Europe agreed that WHO had caused an international panic and disaster by declaring the mildest flu ever, the A/H1N1 “Swine flu” influenza, to be a pandemic threatening mankind. The Council of Europe pointed in a dire report to the problem of WHO going private as the true cause of all the trouble”

During 2010 the situation continued to develop and turned into a medical scandal of unknown proportions.

Ineffective and dangerous medicines worth billions of dollars were sent for destruction.

Close and secret links between the WHO and the pharmaceutical industry producing the vaccines was exposed. The Danish newspaper “Information” found that five researchers involving in advising WHO during the scandal had been paid around seven million EURO from the vaccine industry.

The vaccines and the anti-influenza medicine were in reviews documented to be totally without value and burdening its users with a long list of adverse effects. Soon it was realized that thousands of patients suffered from a wide range of serious adverse effects: local inflammations, local or systemic muscle pain, vasculitis, neuritis (autoimmune nerve-inflammations), encephalitis, narcolepsy, and other chronic pains.

“Key scientists advising the World Health Organization on planning for an influenza pandemic had done paid work for vaccine firms that stood to gain from the guidance.

In 2009 WHO called for an unprecedented campaign of mass vaccination and stockpiling of drugs against flu. Coincidentally, Juhani Eskola (Finland) a member of the WHO group ‘Strategic Advisory Group of Experts’ (SAGE) has received 6 million Euros for his research center from the vaccine manufacturer GlaxoSmithKline during 2009 and, Albert Osterhaus (Netherlands) has received a salary from several vaccine manufacturing companies.

City analysts say that pharmaceutical companies banked more than $7bn (£4.8bn) as governments stockpiled (the useless) drugs.
In late March, a study by a French research team led by the renowned epidemiologist Dr. Didier Raoult revealed that he was able to cure his 80 patients by administering hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin.

They were also able to demonstrate 91% effectiveness in more than 1,000 patients with zero side-effects.

“He filed a complaint for ‘death threats’ and ‘acts of intimidation against a public service official’ following which an investigation was opened by French Judiciary.”

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.”
CONFLICT OF INTEREST: SAVIOUR OR MADMAN?

BILL GATES THINKS HE CAN DICTATE WORLD HEALTH POLICY WITH NO ELECTION, NO APPOINTMENT, NO OVERSIGHT AND NO ACCOUNTABILITY. WHY?

He is not qualified or educated in any field even remotely related to health.

Not a humanitarian. He could slash world hunger by 70% if he really wanted to. But we see little to no evidence of anything of that nature. Bill Gates has actually doubled his wealth in recent years to $100 Billion largely due to his vaccine programs. So apart from vaccine expansion programs in countries under the guise of beneficial NGO’s, to experiment and make profitable the vaccine companies (of which he owns or profits) What else is there?

The media portrays him differently because he donates millions to them instead. Most so called “fact checkers” are also funded by him.

White House petition to investigate Gates foundation garners more than 600,000 signatures Petitioners want the foundation to be probed for “crimes against humanity and medical malpractice.”

“Indian doctors blame the Gates campaign for a devastating vaccine-strain polio epidemic that paralyzed 496,000 children between 2000 and 2017”

“In 2017 the WHO reluctantly admitted that the global polio explosion is predominantly vaccine strain, meaning it is coming from Gates’ Vaccine Program. The most frightening epidemics in Congo, the Philippines, and Afghanistan are all linked to Gates’ vaccines. By 2018, ¾ of global polio cases were from Gates’ vaccines.”

“"In 2010 experimental malaria vaccine, killing 151 African infants and causing serious adverse effects, including paralysis, seizure, and febrile convulsions, to 1,048 of the 5,949 children.


In 2010, Gates committed $ 10 billion to the WHO promising to reduce population, in part, through new vaccines. A month later Gates told a Ted Talk that new vaccines “could reduce population”.

In 2014, Kenya’s Catholic Doctors Association accused the WHO of chemically sterilizing millions of unwilling Kenyan women with a phoney “tetanus” vaccine campaign. Independent labs found the sterility formula in every vaccine tested. After denying the charges, WHO finally admitted it had been developing the sterility vaccines for over a decade.

Similar accusations came from Tanzania, Nicaragua, Mexico and the Philippines.

A 2017 study (Morgensen et.Al.2017) showed that WHO’s popular DTP is killing more African than the disease it pretend to prevent.

Vaccinated girls suffered 10x the death rate of unvaccinated children. Gates and the WHO refused to recall the lethal vaccine which WHO forces upon millions of African children annually. Global public health advocates around the world accuse Gates of - hijacking WHO’s agenda away from the projects that are proven to curb infectious diseases; clean water, hygiene, nutrition and economic development.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”. www.cjr.org/criticism/gates-foundation-journalism-funding.php
Definition “Duping delight” or “dupers delight”

The pleasure of being able to manipulate someone, often made visible to others by flashing a smile at an inappropriate moment.

is a particular micro expression a person will display that betrays a sense of enjoyment they are getting out of controlling and deceiving another person.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST: FAUCI

“Beyond just their frequent collaborations and cooperation in the past, Fauci has direct ties to Gates’ projects and funding. In 2010, he was appointed to the Leadership Council of the Gates-founded “Decade of Vaccines” project to implement a Global Vaccine Action Plan – a project to which Gates committed $10 billion of funding.

And in October of last year, just as the current pandemic was beginning, the Gates Foundation announced a $100 million contribution to the National Institute of Health to help, among other programs, Fauci’s National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases’ research into HIV.”

“January 2020 was also the time when Dr. Fauci and the NIH moved forward with licensure of this controversial technology to be used in Moderna’s experimental RNA coronavirus vaccine. (The NIH owns half of Moderna’s vaccine and stands to profit.)”

“Fauci has direct ties to Gates’ projects and funding.”

The Corruption of Science. The Hydroxychloroquine Lancet Study Scandal. Who Was Behind It? Anthony Fauci’s Intent To Block HCQ on Behalf of Big Pharma

June 10, 2020

The Guardian has revealed the scandal behind the hydroxychloroquine study which was intent on blocking HCQ as a cure for COVID-19. “Dozens of scientific papers co-authored by the chief executive of the US tech company behind the Lancet hydroxychloroquine study scandal are now being audited, including one that a scientific integrity expert claims contains images that appear to have been digitally manipulated. The audit follows a Guardian investigation that found the company, Surgisphere, used suspect data in major scientific studies that were published and then retracted by world-leading medical journals, including the Lancet and the New England Journal of Medicine.

“Fauci Slammed for Deadly ‘Misinformation Campaign’, Against Hydroxychloroquine.”

Dr. Ramin Oskoui blasted Dr. Fauci for lying by omission.

“I’m hearing someone who frankly is very manipulative and dishonest.”

“REPORT: Study Used by Dr. Fauci to Condemn Hydroxychloroquine Use Was Debunked”

“An expert’s review of the report shows that the study actually confirms that hydroxychloroquine saves lives not the opposite.”

“He is fronting for the industry (vaccine) in every possible way.”

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.”
CONFLICT OF INTEREST: FAUCI

How deeply connected was Fauci with Gilead, the powerful, wealthy drug company that makes remdesivir?

“What did Gilead get from Fauci? Everything. NIH organized and funded their trial, saving Gilead in the range of $100,000,000 dollars and, more importantly, years of time, while Fauci did his best to clean up any messy results.”

“Fauci was so comfortably intimate with Gilead that he dared to openly stack the treatment guidelines panel with people on the company’s payroll.

“Fauci has been manipulating Gilead’s experimental drug remdesivir trials from the beginning. One example was highlighted by a May 1, 2020 headline in The Washington Post: “Government researchers changed metric to measure coronavirus drug remdesivir during clinical trial.”

“Fauci Redefines ‘Recovery’ to Include People Partially Disabled and Living at Home on Oxygen.

As the trial continued, it must have become apparent to Fauci that his drug was not going to reduce mortality or even lead to complete recovery. When all the meaningful criteria for success were dropped, the one primary marker for success became “time to recovery” - except recovery included patients who remained hospitalized or who were at home requiring limitations on their activities and/or requiring oxygen.”

“Remdesivir Clinical Trial Published in Lancet Finds No Benefit and Very Serious Adverse Effects.”

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.” www.youtu.be/gROIWP1TurU
CONFLICT OF INTEREST: FDA

I was the president of Pfizer Global Research and Development in 2007 where I managed more than 13,000 scientists and professionals in the United States, Europe, and Asia.

This is an astounding number. Is any other federal agency supported to this extent by the industry it regulates?

How did we ever get to the point where private industry is providing so much support for a federal agency?

Instead of a regulator and a regulated industry, we now have a partnership," said Dr. Michael Carome, director of the health research group for the non-profit advocacy organization Public Citizen, and a former U.S. Department of Health and Human Services official. "That relationship has tilted the agency away from a public health perspective to an industry friendly perspective.

The FDA’s corruption and ineptitude are insurmountable.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”. www.pogo.org/investigation/2016/12/fda-depends-on-industry-funding-money-comes-with-strings-attached/ www.propublica.org/article/fda-repays-industry-by-rushing-risky-drugs-to-market
Huge foreign loans are given to sovereign nations by the World Bank, IMF and the likes. But the conditions that come attached to these loans are seldom told by governments to their citizens. A recent case in Belarus has exposed the conditions laid by these agencies for loans being provided for COVID-19.

The President of Belarus has exposed that the World Bank coronavirus aid comes with conditions for imposing extreme lockdown measures, to model their coronavirus response on that previously of Italy and even changes in the economic policies which he refused as being "unacceptable".

Conditions of funding according to the President of Belarus were:
- His country had to impose extreme lockdown on the people;
- His country had to force the people to wear masks;
- His country had to impose very strict curfews;
- His country had to impose a police state; and
- His country had to crash the economy.2

Prime Minister and Premier- is Victoria or Australia getting similar financial incentives from the World Bank or IMF for following their policies on Covid19 or any other global policy? If so what are the details?

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

In March 2020, Prime Minister Scott Morrison announced the creation of the 'National Covid-19 Coordination Commission (NCCC). Members of the NCCC do not appear to represent the interests of small business or ‘everyday Australians’.

Instead, they hold senior board positions of companies in mining, oil and gas, airlines, private hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, casinos and superannuation giants. One member is a billionaire. Another was recently accused for being ‘an international tax dodger’ by a Senator.

Another chairs an international organisation at the forefront of brokering private-public partnerships and garnering billions in taxpayer dollars to fund Covid-19 vaccine development.

The Morrison Government’s choice of NCCC board members, and the glaring omission of any member who could be said to represent small business or employee unions, is a farcical premise of ‘mitigating the economic and social effects’ of Covid-10.

I believe to be the true function of the NCCC Executive Board is apparent - to facilitate the taxpayer-funded bailout of the industries they represent, and to broker the transfer of vast swathes of public money to private coffers.3

The Conflicts of Interest include:
- Jane Halton’s involvement with CEPI and other entities: Jane Halton participated as a key panel member in the controversial and disturbing ‘invite only’ high level simulation pandemic exercise Event 201. Today, Jane Halton serves on the Executive Board of the Australian Government’s National COVID-19 Coordination Commission (NCCC).4
- Jane Halton represented Australia at EVENT 201 on 18 October 2019 in NYC, which held a pandemic simulation exercise. She was chair of the board at the W.H.O. and worked for the BILL and MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION, she is Australia’s Covid-19 Coordinator and she is the person that both our Federal and State governments answer to.5
- Victoria’s Chief Health Officer, Brett Sutton is the brother of Trevor Sutton. Trevor Sutton is one of three deputy Australian statisticians at the Bureau of Statistics and leads the Statistical Business Transformation Group, tasked with running a $256 million investment program that will “transform the way the ABS collects, processes, analyses and disseminates information and related statistics. Trevor Sutton is the husband of Jane Halton.
- The ABS does not report on Covid-19 deaths save for “estimates”
- The Rockefeller Foundation influence on Australian policy makers: it has published their recommended policy response to Covid-19. Their answer to ‘restart the economy’ is mass genetic testing, bio-surveillance and the launch of a ‘Covid-19 Community Health Care Corps’ - a disturbingly militarised mass-testing and surveillance program. This includes using medical health records, digital tracking of workforces and resting heart rate and temperature trends, in a ‘privacy-centric’ [not private] program.6
- Conflict of interest of members of the Federal Covid Commission members and task forces relate to CEPI, Cochranne, Who, and Jane Halton.7
- Greg Hunt- Doherty – Jack Ma/Alibaba Group -financial relationships and conflict of interest and big pharmaceutical companies- and using Australian blood donations. Why is Minister Hunt using his political platform to cajole Australians into handing over their blood for the apparent purpose of contributing to a ‘global leading’ pharmaceutical product?8
- Doherty -Glaxo -Apprise- AAHMS There are conflicts of interest as the chief Investigator of Apprise has served on advisory boards to a number of pharmaceutical/vaccine companies.9
- Conflicts of interest- Dr Frazer inventor of HPV Vaccine, Greg Hunt and WHO. Despite harm caused by the HPV vaccine it is still praised by WHO, UQ and Professor Frazer and remains on the Australian Government’s immunisations schedule and advocated for by Federal Health Minister Greg Hunt. Professor Frazer remains Chair of the government’s Australian Medical Research Advisory Board, which advises the government on where to commit public funding for medical research.10
- Deep financial ties- Doherty Institute and Gates Foundation. In April 2020, Prime Minister Scott Morrison “reiterated that life as we know it will not return for months as global leaders race to find a coronavirus vaccine... that while many states have managed to “push the curve down”, ultimately, “there needs to be a vaccine”... “A vaccine ultimately enables everybody to go back to life as it was... Both Professor McVernon and her employer, the Doherty Institute, appear to have deep financial ties to pharmaceutical and vaccine companies, and pro-vaccine organisations such as the Gates Foundation and CEPI. The Doherty Institute has received millions of dollars in federal and industry funding to develop a Covid-19 vaccine.11
FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR COVID19 –
GLOBAL ORGANISATIONS TO NATIONS

- Australia’s reliance on WHO for health policy – but WHO receives large financial voluntary contributions from vaccine and pharmaceutical companies. In its most recent 2017 voluntary contribution report the WHO accounted for the $2.1 billion it received from private foundations and global corporations. This compared to just over $1 billion voluntarily provided by governments.12

- Large pharmaceutical companies are policing approval of their own vaccines.13

- It is reported overseas that large pharmaceutical companies influence and control which doctors are on safety boards.14

- Conflict of Interest Dan Andrews, Brett Sutton, Trevor Sutton, Jane Halton, Unified Security and SSG and Pinskier family.15

VICTORIAN CHIEF HEALTH OFFICER HAS CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

- Brett Sutton is employed by the Burnet Institute, is a consultant to government who pays the Burnet Institute for his services. The Burnet Institute through its subsidiary 360 Biolabs is actually financed by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Its patron is the Victorian Attorney General, Jill Hennessy. This is all documented on the Burnet Institute and Government websites.

VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT & BIG PHARMA COMPANIES

- The Victorian State Government has previously funded “money for a waste water treatment plant at Port Fairy to enable the expansion of Glaxosmithkline (GSK). In 2012, the Victorian Government announced GSK would inject $60 million and 58 jobs at the Glaxosmithkline Boronia site. A media release said “the Victorian coalition government was supporting GSK to expand its manufacturing and new drug development activities in Victoria.”

- During 2013-14 Budget estimates, the Minister for Technology Gordon Rich-Phillips declined to indicate “what level of support, the government had for that facility.”

- The Deputy Chair Martin Pakula: “You would be aware of course that this week GSK announced the off-shoring of 120 jobs...”

- Minister Rich-Phillips: “The government is disappointed, frankly, with the announcement by GSK this week around the closure of that particular line and the loss of those manufacturing jobs in Victoria.”

- Regardless of this, in 2015 GSK received an additional $1 million federal government grant for the Boronia facility.

- In 2016, the Andrews Government announced it would invest $4 million into the Medicines Manufacturing Innovation Centre (MMIC), in a partnership between the Victorian Government, Monash University and Glaxosmithkline.

- In 2017, The Andrews Government has also funded a $10 million funding partnership with BioCurate – a collaboration between the University of Melbourne and Monash University. GSK is also developing drugs based on research licensed from the University of Melbourne. The University of Melbourne is partnered with the Doherty Institute.

- In Parliament during the 2017 announcement, the Andrews Government also said it supported a number of other initiatives including “luring global firms to conduct world-first clinical trials to test new products in Victoria”, although it did not specify how much funding was committed to this or exactly what this entailed.

- The Victorian Government’s Medicines Manufacturing Innovation Centre (MMIC) is a formal partnership with Monash University and Glaxosmithkline. Glaxosmithkline is collaborating with the University of Queensland, the Doherty Institute and Gates backed CEPI to fast-track a Covid-19 vaccine. (See Harrison Report page 104-“CEPI, Gates Foundation & University of Queensland”)16

- The Victorian Government appears to have a financial conflict of interest in ensuring that Victorians stay under lockdown until a Covid-19 vaccine is created (apparently to be mandatory).

MEDIA CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Murdoch and Big Pharma

In addition to ‘health scare’ and ‘pro-vaccine’ articles, the ‘No Jab No Pay’ Bill received wide and favourable coverage in the Murdoch press. The Murdoch media’s potential conflicts of interest are not disclosed - Murdoch media’s corporate partnership and association with the Murdoch Children’s Research Institute, which conducts research on Australian children in studies funded by pharmaceutical companies.

It now appears that the Murdoch media are rolling out a similar campaign for Covid-19. Arguably obsessive coverage of Covid-19 has dominated all mainstream media outlets, including Murdoch media. Vaccines for Covid-19 are being developed by a number of pharmaceutical companies, including those associated with Murdoch Children’s Research Institute.

VICTORIAN MAIN-STREAM MEDIA

- It appears there is some mainstream media complicity with aiding the dissemination of false representations made by ministers and public officials, without independent impartial journalistic research.

- Mainstream media although critical of some government departments and ministers, has failed to bring to the public the evidence that contradicts the misrepresentation of a pandemic existing or continuing or of any evidence challenging the government core narrative about Covid19.

- Journalists are supposed to adhere to a strict code of ethics, which maintains that honesty, fairness, independence and respect for the rights of others are the core commitments of journalism.

- Bill Gates has also already steered at least $250 million to mainstream media to control the narrative about Covid19 which arguably has conflicted journalists.18
FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR COVID19 – GLOBAL ORGANISATIONS TO NATIONS

BIG TECH AND MEDIA NARRATIVE CONTROL

- As advised in the recommendations of Event 201, social media and big tech giants are playing a role in managing Covid-19 ‘misinformation’, acting as unelected ‘narrative editors’ for billions of people.
- Event 201 recommended: “Governments need to work with social media and the private sector to counteract misinformation during the next pandemic to “flood media with fast, accurate, and consistent information... media companies should commit to ensuring that authoritative messages are prioritized and that false messages are suppressed including though the use of technology.” (Emphasis added)
- Facebook is now using ‘fact-checking organisations’ to rate Covid-19 content. If content is deemed ‘false’, Facebook reduces its distribution and shows warning labels. Facebook said 95% of the time, their warning labels stopped users going on to view the content. “We’re going to start showing messages in News Feed to people who have liked, reacted or commented on harmful misinformation about COVID-19 that we have since removed. These messages will connect people to COVID-19 myths debunked by the WHO...”
- YouTube has now introduced ‘De Monetisation’ penalties for videos that the platform determines contain ‘medical misinformation’ about covid-19. “Medical Misinformation: Content that misinforms users about health matters related to COVID-19. This includes content that encourages non-medical tests or exams for COVID-19, or false/unsubstantiated claims about the cause, promotion of dangerous remedies or cures, origin or spread of COVID-19 that contradict scientific consensus.”

DUE PROCESS IN PASSING LAWS HAS BEEN IGNORED ON IMMUNISATION LAWS

On the 13th of October 2015, the Joint Parliamentary Committee on Human Rights scrutinised the legislation and reported that it had identified significant human rights incompatibilities in the No Jab No Pay Bill. The Committee requested a response from the Minister of Social Services, (now Prime Minister) Scott Morrison. Scott Morrison did not respond. Without addressing the Committee on Human Rights’ concerns, on the 23rd of November 2015, the No Jab, No Pay Bill passed both Houses. This lack of due process is irregular and arguably the no jab no pay law is invalid.

AUSTRALIA’S SOVEREIGNTY COMPROMISED BY FOREIGN BODIES & CORPORATIONS

In a research paper Wilyman (2015) says, “The Australian government’s NIP [National Immunisation Program], like all member countries of the World Health Organisation (WHO), is recommended by the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation (GAVI). This is a partnership with the WHO and UNICEF that includes the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and Associations (IFPMA), the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF), the Rockefeller Foundation, the United Nations Development Fund (UNDF) and other private research institutions.

Agenda 21/30

On 25 September 2015 the Hon Julie Bishop MP, Minister for Foreign Affairs, joined 193 Leaders and Ministers from across the globe at the United Nations in New York, to welcome and endorse the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (the 2030 Agenda). Australia actively participated in international discussions to design the 2030 Agenda and supported the involvement of all development actors, including civil society organisations, the private sector, philanthropic organisations and academia.

Police force being used against citizens to further global agendas, contrary to human rights

The letter to Michael Fuller Police Commissioner of New South Wales from Senior Constable Cooney dated 26 October 2020 sets out serious concerns about the police force being expected to enforce oppressive rules in the name of Covid19. “We feel a real calling to do our part to stop this oppression, so we are writing to you to raise the following issues:

- Police Force employees have ‘choice’ as to whether or not to receive vaccines;
- The Police believe that all members of the community also have choice around receiving vaccines;
- Police do not participate in any way in the forcing of vaccines upon the population;
- That the Police Association start preparing to defend Police employees who choose to not be vaccinated;
- To raise the alarm that there is a global dictatorship occurring and the Police Force is being used as a tool to push these global and corporate agendas upon the population; and
- To warn the Police Force not to simply acquiesce to these requests, rules and laws and to act in the best interest of its population, not tyranny of government.

---

19See EXHIBIT RESEARCH REPORT- HARRISON REPORT
20www.dfat.gov.au/aid/topics/development-issues/2030-agenda/Pages/default
DISCUSSION: THE WHO & THE WHY

Bill Gates, The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the CDC, Dr Fauci, the WHO and Ted Ross, The NIH, John Hopkins University, Imperial College in London, The Rockefeller Foundation, Moderna, Pfizer, J&J, AstraZeneca, the guardian, BBC, FDA, the TGA, Murdoch Media, to list but a bare few.

A truly disturbing picture indeed. For when we look at the key stakeholders in this so-called pandemic, we find unthinkable collusion between NGOs, Big Pharma, Mainstream Media, Politicians, and our so-called leaders. This removes every iota of legitimacy from anything coming from these institutions and agents, because one thing is clear: they are working together to fabricate a “health crisis” whose only solution (according to them) is the mass vaccination of the entire population.

Thus, none of these institutions and agents ought to be trusted to provide objective, non-biased opinions on the Covid-19 pandemic, its severity, and solutions for its management.

There is an obvious financial interest conflicting with the health and well-being of the population. This fact alone is sufficient for a criminal enquiry into all those involved. Unfortunately, a more sinister aspect emerges when several facts are taken into consideration.

In 2019, only months before the supposed outbreak from Wuhan, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, in conjunction with the John Hopkins University, hosted a pandemic simulation they titled ‘Event 201.’ In that simulation, they played out how NGOs, mainstream media, Government, and Big Business will work in tandem to manage a pandemic.

As 2020 progressed, anyone familiar with Event 201 experienced a major case of déjà vu as the management, framing, and coverage of Covid-19 mirrored the framework laid down in the Event 201 simulation almost perfectly.

But it is not only Event 201 one sees emulated in the responses to Covid-19 across the world. We also see a chilling consistency between government responses worldwide, and the Rockefeller Lock Step document. In May 2010, the Rockefeller Foundation released a document they had commissioned titled “Scenarios for the Future of Technology and International Development.”

This report details a pandemic scenario and ways in which such an emergency may be dealt with. One of the considered approaches was called Lock Step, and was defined therein as follows: “a world of tighter top-down government control and more authoritarian leadership, with limited innovation and growing citizen pushback.”

See excerpts of the document below:

**Scenario Narratives**

**LOCK STEP**

**A WORLD OF TIGHTER TOP-DOWN GOVERNMENT CONTROL AND MORE AUTHORITARIAN LEADERSHIP, WITH LIMITED INNOVATION AND GROWING CITIZEN PUSHBACK**

In 2012, the pandemic that the world had been anticipating for years finally hit. Unlike 2009’s H1N1, this new influenza strain — originating from wild geese — was extremely virulent and deadly. Even the most pandemic-prepared nations were quickly overwhelmed when the virus streaked around the world, infecting nearly 20 percent of the global population and killing 8 million in just seven months, the majority of them healthy young adults.

The pandemic also had a deadly effect on economies: international mobility of both people and goods screeched to a halt, debilitating industries like tourism and breaking global supply chains. Even locally, normally bustling shops and office buildings sat empty for months, devoid of both employees and customers.

The pandemic blanketed the planet — though disproportionate numbers died in Africa, Southeast Asia, and Central America, where the virus spread like wildfire in the absence of official containment protocols. But even in developed countries, containment was a challenge. The United States’ initial policy of “strongly discouraging” citizens from flying proved deadly in its leniency, accelerating the spread of the virus not just within the U.S. but across borders. However, a few countries did fare better — China in particular. The Chinese government’s quick imposition and enforcement of mandatory quarantine for all citizens, as well as its instant and near-hermetic sealing off of all borders, saved millions of lives, stopping the spread of the virus far earlier than in other countries and enabling a swifter post-pandemic recovery.

China’s government was not the only one that took extreme measures to protect its citizens from risk and exposure. During the pandemic, national leaders around the world flexed their authority and imposed airtight rules and restrictions, from the mandatory wearing of face masks to body-temperature checks at the entries to communal spaces like train stations and supermarkets. Even after the pandemic faded, this more authoritarian control and oversight of citizens and their activities stuck and even intensified. In order to protect themselves from the spread of increasingly global problems — from pandemics and transnational terrorism to environmental crises and rising poverty — leaders around the world took a firmer grip on power.

At first, the notion of a more controlled world gained wide acceptance and approval. Citizens willingly gave up some of their sovereignty — and their privacy — to more paternalistic states in exchange for greater safety and stability. Citizens were more tolerant, and even eager, for top-down direction and oversight, accepting and approval. Citizens willingly gave up some of their autonomy, enabling a swifter post-pandemic recovery.

China’s government was not the only one that took extreme measures to protect its citizens from risk and exposure. During the pandemic, national leaders around the world flexed their authority and imposed airtight rules and restrictions, from the mandatory wearing of face masks to body-temperature checks at the entries to communal spaces like train stations and supermarkets. Even after the pandemic faded, this more authoritarian control and oversight of citizens and their activities stuck and even intensified. In order to protect themselves from the spread of increasingly global problems — from pandemics and transnational terrorism to environmental crises and rising poverty — leaders around the world took a firmer grip on power.

At first, the notion of a more controlled world gained wide acceptance and approval. Citizens willingly gave up some of their sovereignty — and their privacy — to more paternalistic states in exchange for greater safety and stability. Citizens were more tolerant, and even eager, for top-down direction and oversight, and national leaders had more latitude to impose order in the ways they saw fit. In developed countries, this heightened oversight took many forms: biometric IDs for all citizens, for example, and tighter regulation of key industries whose stability was deemed vital to national interests. In many developed countries, enforced cooperation with a suite of new regulations and agreements slowly but steadily restored both order and, importantly, economic growth.

Source: www.reddit.com/r/Anarcho_Capitalism/comments/fm6dnm/lock_step_a_world_of_tighter_topdown_government/
Across the developing world, however, the story was different — and much more variable. Top-down authority took different forms in different countries, hinging largely on the capacity, calibre, and intentions of their leaders. In countries with strong and thoughtful leaders, citizens’ overall economic status and quality of life increased. In India, for example, air quality drastically improved after 2016, when the government outlawed high-emitting vehicles. In Ghana, the introduction of ambitious government programs to improve basic infrastructure and ensure the availability of clean water for all her people led to a sharp decline in water-borne diseases. But more authoritarian leadership worked less well — and in some cases tragically — in countries run by irresponsible elites who used their increased power to pursue their own interests at the expense of their citizens.

There were other downsides, as the rise of virulent nationalism created new hazards: spectators at the 2018 World Cup, for example, wore bulletproof vests that sported a patch of their national flag. Strong technology regulations stifled innovation, kept costs high, and curbed adoption. In the developing world, access to “approved” technologies increased but beyond that remained limited: the locus of technology innovation was largely in the developed world, leaving many developing countries on the receiving end of technologies that others consider “best” for them.

Meanwhile, in the developed world, the presence of so many top-down rules and norms greatly inhibited entrepreneurial activity. Scientists and innovators were often told by governments what research lines to pursue and were guided mostly toward projects that would make money (e.g., market-driven product development) or were “sure bets” (e.g., fundamental research), leaving more risky or innovative research areas largely untapped. Well-off countries and monopolistic companies with big research and development budgets still made significant advances, but the IP behind their breakthroughs remained locked behind strict national or corporate protection. Russia and India imposed stringent domestic standards for supervising and certifying encryption-related products and their suppliers — a category that in reality meant all IT innovations. The U.S. and EU struck back with retaliatory national standards, throwing a wrench in the development and diffusion of technology globally.

Especially in the developing world, acting in one’s national self-interest often meant seeking practical alliances that fit with those interests — whether it was gaining access to needed resources or banding together in order to achieve economic growth. In South America and Africa, regional and sub-regional alliances became more structured. Kenya doubled its trade with southern and eastern Africa, as new partnerships grew within the continent. China’s investment in Africa expanded as the bargain of new jobs and infrastructure in exchange for access to key minerals or food exports proved agreeable to many governments. Cross-border ties proliferated in the form of official security aid. While the deployment of foreign security teams was welcomed in some of the most dire failed states, one-size-fits-all solutions yielded few positive results. By 2025, people seemed to be growing weary of so much top-down control and letting leaders and authorities make choices for them.

Wherever national interests clashed with individual interests, there was conflict. Sporadic pushback became increasingly organized and coordinated, as disaffected youth and people who had seen their status and opportunities slip away — largely in developing countries — incited civil unrest. In 2026, protesters in Nigeria brought down the government, fed up with the entrenched cronyism and corruption. Even those who liked the greater stability and predictability of this world began to grow uncomfortable and constrained by so many tight rules and by the strictness of national boundaries. The feeling lingered that sooner or later, something would inevitably upset the neat order that the world’s governments had worked so hard to establish.

Source: www.reddit.com/r/Anarcho_Capitalism/comments/fm6dnm/lock_step_a_world_of_tighter_topdown_government/
FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR COVID19 – GLOBAL ORGANISATIONS TO NATIONS

SUICIDES, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, CRIME, MENTAL HEALTH EPISODES INCREASE

- Increased suicides and self-harm have plagued the Victorian as well as other Australian communities. Victoria is under the most harshest of lockdowns in the world.

- Doctors and nurses are reporting off the record that they are dealing with wards of people who have attempted suicide, self-harmed or have acute mental episodes.

- Witnesses have seen not much evidence of Covid19 cases in hospitals but plenty of evidence of attempted suicide cases. “What I say was two wards of young people mainly young women, who had tried to commit suicide because their livelihood have been taken away from them. All new business owners who lost all hope, they were the overflow into the private hospital from The Alfred (Hospital) where cases are so bad, they have taken over other floors there and still can’t cope with arrivals” – M. Walsh, Portsea

- Victorian Premier admitted himself of the increase of young people presenting to hospital for self-harm. However The Victorian Premier literally and physically turned his back during parliament questioning during September 2020, when he was told about the 2 parents who suicided after they left their children with the children’s grandparents.

- Crimes which have also increased in Victoria since the lockdowns took place are:
  » drug use and possession
  » breaches of intervention order
  » public health and safety offences22

- As of 7 October 2020 the known cases of suicide since Melbourne lockdowns took place are 530 people (391 were men and 139 women)23

- The government records of covid19 deaths in Victoria up to same date is 800 but taking into account 80% of those were elderly in aged care with percentage of those who died WITH covid19 and not OF Covid19 (not even taking into account the fact that the tests are unreliable), it is clear that the numbers of deaths that may be attributed solely to Covid19 are significantly less than suicides during the same period.

- There have been likely more deaths arising out of the lockdowns with cancer and other patients with a high fatality rate condition, unable to obtain treatment. The lockdowns have prevented urgent medical treatment that could have saved lives.

- In October 2020 four newborns in Adelaide died after being denied lifesaving heart surgery because it wasn’t available in Adelaide and they couldn’t be transferred to other states because of travel restrictions (ref Channel 9 News).

According to the Washington Tribune:

“300,000,000 people worldwide without work, 82.6% increase in female suicides in Japan, the homeless rate in California has drastically increased, the destruction of the middle class is continuing, people don’t receive or opt not to receive needed medical treatments... the list of disastrous news is almost endless.

This is unfortunately not the worse of it by far. To truly grasp the depravity and the depth of the crime against all freeborn men and women, let us review the impacts of the treatment these institutions and agents are forcing upon the world’s population.

Source: 22See EXHIBIT’s “SUICIDES & CRIME”
VACCINATION: INGREDIENTS & HISTORY

With the survival rate of “CORONA” close to 100% without a vaccine. What exactly will the purpose of the new vaccine be?

Vaccines are unavoidably unsafe. - US Supreme Court, March 2011

Vaccination is a grotesque superstition. - Dr. Charles Creighton, MD, MA

Vaccination is a business based on fear. - Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD

The further I looked into it, the more shocked I became. I found that the whole vaccine business was indeed a gigantic hoax. Most doctors are convinced that they are useful, but if you look at the proper statistics and study the instance of these diseases, you will realise that this is not so.

- Dr. Archie Kalokerinos, MD, PhD, AMM, MBBS, FAPM, paediatrician for over 30 years

“In vaccination is not scientific. Many of the world’s greatest thinkers, scientists, statesmen and even doctors have condemned vaccination as being a crime against humanity, a FRAUD promoted for private gain, an insult to the race and a blot upon the name of civilization. Yet, this treacherous practice of blood pollution, which was cradled in the lap of ignorant savage tribes, has been adopted by, supposedly, enlightened government of the present day and forced on the protesting population - for profit.”

- Dr. Eleanor McBean, PhD, ND, 1957

INGREDIENT #1: CELLS FROM ABORTED FETUS
Aborted fetal cells, listed on vaccine package inserts as “Human Fetal Diploid Cells.”

Terms to Investigate: PERC6, MRC5, WI-38, HEK-293

Which Vaccines? Adenovirus vaccine, DTaP vaccine, Hep A vaccine, Hep B vaccine, MMR vaccine, Rabies vaccine, Varicella (Chickenpox) vaccine

INGREDIENT #2: SERUM FROM ABORTED CALF FETUS BLOOD
One of the more grotesque methods involved in vaccine manufacturing is the collection of fetal bovine serum. The purpose for serum is providing a nutrient broth for viruses to grow in cells.

Terms to Investigate: Fetal Bovine Serum

Which Vaccines? Adenovirus vaccine, MMR vaccine, Rotavirus vaccine, Varicella (Chickenpox) vaccine

INGREDIENT #3: CELLS FROM ARMYWORMS
The FDA approved the Flublok vaccine on January 16, 2013. Derived from cells of the fall armyworm, Spodoptera frugiperda. The vaccine package insert for Flublok also mentions: “Each 0.5mL dose of Flublok may also contain residual amounts of baculovirus and host cell proteins (≤ 28.5 mcg), baculovirus and cellular DNA (≤ 10 ng) ...” [2]

Terms to Investigate: insect cell line (expresSF+)

Which Vaccines? Influenza vaccine

INGREDIENT #5: CELLS FROM DOG KIDNEYS
On November 20, 2012, the FDA approved the seasonal influenza vaccine, Flucelvax, manufactured by Novartis. This vaccine is mass-produced using the continuous cell line Madin Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) as vaccine cell substrate.

Terms to Investigate: Madin Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK)

Which Vaccines? Influenza vaccine

INGREDIENT #4: CELLS FROM MONKEY KIDNEYS

Monkey kidney tissue is used to support the growth of certain viruses used in vaccine production. There remains a huge controversy over using these cells and their role contaminating the polio vaccine in the 1950s.

Terms to Investigate: Vero (monkey kidney) cell culture, SV40, Bernice Eddy

Which Vaccines? DTaP vaccine, Japanese Encephalitis vaccine, Polio vaccine, Rotavirus vaccine, Vaccinia vaccine

INGREDIENT #6: MOUSE BRAIN
Viral vaccines prepared in tissue culture or mouse brain have been used in many Asian countries. According to the CDC website, the inactivated mouse brain-derived JE vaccine used in the United States since 1992 is no longer available.

Terms to Investigate: inactivated mouse brain (IMB), suckling mouse brain (SMB), JE virus (Beijing-1), acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM)

Which Vaccines? Japanese encephalitis vaccine, Rabies vaccine

BEFORE VACCINATION

People’s chances of dying from certain infectious diseases before vaccines were introduced were extremely rare. So rare that if it weren’t for the drug industry’s disease mongering, we wouldn’t be discussing this subject.

One of the medical profession’s greatest boasts is that it eradicated smallpox through the use of the smallpox vaccine. I myself believed this claim for many years. But it simply isn’t true.”

- Dr. Vernon Coleman, MB, ChB, DSc, FRSA, GP, Anyone Who Tells You Vaccines Are Safe And Effective Is Lying. Here’s The Proof., 2011

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.”
VACCINATION: INGREDIENTS & HISTORY

19TH CENTURY (1800S)

“There does not exist one single fact, in all the experiments and improvements made in science, which can support the idea of vaccination. A vaccinated people will always be a sickly people, short lived and degenerate.”

- Dr. Alexander Wilder, MD, “Vaccination: A Medical Fallacy”, editor of the New York Medical Tribune, 1879

“I have seen leprosy and syphilis communicated by vaccination. Leprosy is becoming very common in Trinidad; its increase being coincident with vaccination.”

- Dr. Hall Bakewell, Vaccinator General of Trinidad, 1868

“Syphilis has undoubtedly been transmitted by vaccination.”

- Sir William Osler Br., MD, FRS, FRCP

“To no medium of transmission is the widespread dissemination of this class of disease (syphilis) so largely indebted as to Vaccination.”

- Dr. B.F. Cornell, MD, 1868

“I have no faith in vaccination, nay, I look upon it with greatest disgust, and firmly believe that it is often the medium of conveying many filthy and loathsome diseases from one child to another, and it is no protection from smallpox.”

- Dr. William Collins

“Vaccination is a gigantic delusion. It has never saved a single life. It has been the cause of so much disease, so many deaths, such a vast amount of utterly needless and altogether undeserved suffering, that it will be classed by the coming generation among the greatest errors of an ignorant and prejudiced age, and its penal enforcement the foulest blot.”

- Alfred R. Wallace, LLD DUBL., DCL OXON., FRS, etc., 1898

This really should be one of the biggest scandals in public health given little attention - mainly because of the high-profile nature of the people and organisations involved.

The United Nations has been forced to admit that a major international vaccine initiative is actually causing the outbreak of the very disease it was supposed to wipe-out. While international organisations like the World Health Organization (WHO) will regular boast about supposedly ‘eradicating polio’ with vaccines, the opposite seems to be the case.

Their decades-long campaign to eradicate polio is now killing scores of innocent young people living in poor countries. Now it seems that health officials are beginning to admit that their plan to stop ‘wild’ polio is backfiring, as scores children are being paralyzed by a deadly strain of the pathogen derived from a live vaccine - causing a virulent of polio to spread.

This latest pharma-induced pandemic has broken out in the African countries of Chad and Sudan, and Shocking as it sounds, this Big Pharma debacle is not new. After spending some $16 billion over 30 years to eradicate polio, international health bodies have ‘accidentally’ reintroduced the disease to in Pakistan, Afghanistan, and also Iran, as the central Asia region was hit by a virulent strain of polio spawned by the corporate pharmaceutical vaccine distributed there. Also, in 2019, the government of Ethiopia ordered the destruction of 57,000 vials of type 2 Oral polio vaccine (mOPV2) following a similar outbreak of vaccine-induced polio.

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic”. www.youtu.be/gROIWP1TurU
VACCINATION: INGREDIENTS & HISTORY

20TH CENTURY (1900S)

“Vaccination, instead of being the promised blessing to the world, has proved to be a curse of such sweeping devastation that it has caused more death and disease than war, pestilence, and plague combined. There is no scourge (with the possible exception of atomic radiation) that is more destructive to our nation’s health than this monument of human deception - this slayer of the innocent - thiscripper of body and brain - the poisoned needle.”
- Dr. Eleanor McBean, PhD, ND, “The Poisoned Needle”, 1957

The great epidemics of deadly diseases, in animals and mankind, are caused by vaccination.
- Charles M. Higgins, “The Horrors of Vaccination: Exposed and Illustrated”, 1920

“I believe vaccination has been the greatest delusion that has ensnared mankind in the last three centuries. It originated in FRAUD, ignorance and error. It is unscientific and impracticable. It has been promotive of very great evil, and I cannot acrredit it any good.”
- Dr. R. K. Noyse Resident Surgeon of the Boston City Hospital, “Self Curability of Disease”

The chief, if not the sole, cause of the monstrous increase in cancer has been vaccination.
- Dr. Robert Bell, Vice President, International Society for Cancer Research, British Cancer Hospital, 1922

“Cancer was practically unknown until the cowpox vaccination began to be introduced. I have seen 200 cases of cancer, and never saw a case in an unvaccinated person.”
- Dr. W.B. Clark, MD, Indiana, New York Times article, 1909

My honest opinion is that vaccine is the cause of more disease and suffering than anything I could name.
- Dr. Harry R. Bybee

21ST CENTURY (2000S)

The entire vaccine program is based on massive FRAUD.
- Dr. Russell L. Blaylock, M.D., neurosurgeon, editorial staff of Journal of American Physicians and Surgeons

“Vaccinations are now carried out for purely commercial reasons because they fetch huge profits for the pharmaceutical industry. There is no scientific evidence that vaccinations are of any benefit.”
- Dr. Gerhard Buchwald, MD, “Vaccination: A business based on FEAR”

Everyone who is vaccinated is vaccine injured - whether it shows up right away or later in life.
- Dr. Shiv Chopra A.H., M.Sc., PhD, Fellow of the World Health Organization, former senior scientist at Health Canada

“The vaccination myth is the most widespread superstition modern medicine has managed to impose, but, being by the same token the most profitable, it will prove to be also one of the most enduring, though there was never the slightest of scientific evidenceupholding it.”
- Hans Ruesch, “The Great Medical Fraud”, 20th century

Vaccinations do not work. They don’t work at all.
- Dr. Lorraine Day, MD

Vaccination is a monstrosity error and ignorance; and, being such, it should have no place in either hygiene or medicine... Believe not in vaccination, it is a worldwide delusion, an unscientific practice, a fatal superstition with consequences measured today by tears and sorrow without end.
- Dr. Carlo Ruta, Professor of Materia Medica at the University of Perugia, Italy, 1896

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.”
Before vaccination. As you can see harmed by these “vaccine preventable diseases” are so small that it’s not even worth worrying about. In many cases, you have a higher chance of being struck by lightning or a meteorite than harmed by these “life threatening diseases”.


The disease rates exploded for each successive year of compulsory vaccination. In other words, disease epidemics followed compulsory vaccination. Thus, every country eventually abandoned compulsory vaccination.

**VACCINES DID NOT ERADICATE DISEASES**

The graphs below show the decline of infectious diseases in the US and England BEFORE vaccines were introduced. As evident as night and day, most diseases were nearly eradicated, then the drug companies introduced vaccines and took credit, when vaccines had no role in eradicating those diseases.

Before vaccines were introduced in the US. In the US, every “vaccine preventable disease” was nearly eradicated, then several years later the drug companies introduced vaccines and gave credit to them for what sanitation, hygiene, and nutrition achieved.


It wasn’t vaccination that saved humanity. The things that saved humanity were:

- clean-running water (sewer systems, indoor plumbing, toilets, sinks, showers)
- sanitation (garbage collection, modern building codes),
- hygiene (soap, paper towels),-electricity (indoor heating, refrigeration),
- and nutrition (supermarkets) that saved humanity.

**DISEASES that were eradicated by nutrition:**
scurvy, rickets, beriberi, goitre, hypoanatremia, anemia, kwashiorkor, marasmus, etc.

**DISEASES that were eradicated without vaccines:** scarlet fever, rheumatic fever, typhus, cholera, tuberculosis.

**DISEASES that vaccines took credit for eradicating:** smallpox, diphtheria, pertussis (whooping cough), polio, measles. As the data clearly shows, these diseases were never eradicated by vaccines.

There is no evidence whatsoever of the ability of vaccines to prevent any disease.

- Dr. Viera Scheibner, PhD
VACCINATION: INGREDIENTS & HISTORY

“In 2017, the drug companies spent $200 million bribing politicians $6.4 billion on advertising, and $10 billion indirectly bribing doctors.”

“Since 1796, doctors and scientists have called vaccines useless, worthless, poisonous, dangerous; a fraud, racket, and scam. And for good reasons.

“Measles is a side effect of the measles vaccine. Polio is a side effect of the polio vaccine, and so forth. The side effects are the reason you are 625% more likely to die from the vaccines than the diseases they’re supposed to prevent.”

“Vaccination has not protected us; it could not do it, because the smallpox had already left us and the non-vaccinated world, before its introduction... Vaccination proves itself, in the history of humanity, to be the greatest crime committed in this last century!”

“Vaccination is utterly useless as a preventive against smallpox, that millions of vaccinated persons have died of smallpox.”
- Dr. J.W. Hodge, MD, New York

The question is “Did vaccination prevent or eradicate smallpox?” According to official statistics, the answer is NO. Vaccination did not prevent or eradicate smallpox.

“I am no longer ‘trying to dig up evidence to prove’ vaccines cause autism. There is already abundant evidence. This debate is not scientific but is political.”
- Dr. David Ayoub, MD

Table 6
NEW RESEARCH PROVES BRAINS OF CHILDREN WITH AUTISM ARE LOADED WITH ALUMINIUM

Recent research undertaken by Professor Christopher Exley and his team from Keele University in Staffordshire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>CDC recommended vaccine doses</th>
<th>Autism rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 in 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1 in 2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1 in 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1 in 36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Most toxins pass through the GI tract from the fibre in foods and the wisdom of the tight junction filtration. Shooting synthetic chemicals intramuscularly in a solution of polysorbate 80 is a much more efficient way to get the metals and viruses into the brain and vital organs to create the desired damage.”

- Dr. C. Charles Schaeferdecker, MD, “The Evils of Vaccination”, 1856

Source: All information is quoted from sources and searchable by reference or attached link. This work was undertaken and compiled from the most prestigious experts, scientists and doctors around the world. https://worlddoctorsalliance.com, extracts from “Global Report 2019-nCoV novel coronavirus - There is no deadly pandemic.”
The second deadliest disease epidemic in history was believed to be caused by vaccines.

The pandemic was not a flu. An estimated 95% (or higher) of the deaths were caused by bacterial pneumonia, not influenza/virus.

The pandemic was not Spanish. The first cases of bacterial pneumonia in 1918 trace back to a military base in Fort Riley, Kansas.

From January 21 - June 4, 1918, an experimental bacterial meningitis vaccine cultured in horses by the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York was injected into soldiers at Fort Riley.

During the remainder of 1918 as those soldiers - often living and traveling under poor sanitary conditions - were sent to Europe to fight, they spread bacteria at every stop between Kansas and the front-line trenches in France.

One study describes soldiers “with active infections (who) were aerosolizing the bacteria that colonized their noses and throats, while others - often, in the same “breathing spaces” - were profoundly susceptible to invasion of and rapid spread through their lungs by their own or others’ colonizing bacteria.”

The “Spanish Flu” attacked healthy people in their prime. Bacterial pneumonia attacks people in their prime. “Flu” attacks the young, old and immunocompromised. When WW1 ended on November 11, 1918, soldiers returned to their home countries and colonial outposts, spreading the killer bacterial pneumonia worldwide.

During WW1, the Rockefeller Institute also sent the antimeningococcic serum to England, France, Belgium, Italy and other countries, possibly further spreading the epidemic worldwide.

Ed note: Unrelated but did you know “In April 1955 more than 200 000 children in five Western and mid-Western USA states received a polio vaccine in which the process of inactivating the live virus proved to be defective. Within days there were reports of paralysis and within a month the first mass vaccination programme against polio had to be abandoned. Subsequent investigations revealed that the vaccine, manufactured by the California-based family firm of Cutter Laboratories, had caused 40,000 cases of polio, leaving 200 children with varying degrees of paralysis and killing 10.” - Michael Fitzpatrick, “The Cutter Incident: How America’s First Polio Vaccine Led to a Growing Vaccine Crisis”, Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine, 2006 From these timelines and events, it could be concluded that polio (or the symptoms associated with polio) was a man-made disease and not an infectious disease that medical students are taught. In other words, nearly all cases of polio were caused by pesticides, specifically DDT, and the Salk polio vaccine.
SPANISH “FLU”

Newly analysed documents reveal that the “Spanish Flu” may have been a military vaccine experiment gone awry.

Influenza and Pneumonia death rates spiked between 1918-1920. World War I was the first war in which US service men were required to vaccinate. The high vaccination rate before the flu pandemic of 1918-1920 was the most likely cause of the flu pandemic. “Typhoid vaccines were available by World War I, and the U.S. Army made getting those shots mandatory for all its enlisted soldiers.”

- Susan Perry, “Medical lessons from World War I”

“The 1918 ‘Spanish Flu’ started in American military Camp Funston, Fort Riley, USA, amongst troops making ready for WWI - taking on board vaccinations, recruit training and all. It eventually killed about 40,000,000 people worldwide. That flu strain only appeared briefly once again, according to the US Atlanta CDC. This was in 1976 and again it struck at the US army camp Fort Dix, USA, amongst recently vaccinated troops (and no one else EVER); Fort Dix is known to have been a vaccine trial centre. Was the world’s greatest ‘influenza’ scourge another well-hidden vaccine disaster?”

- John P. Heptonstall, Director of Morley Acupuncture Clinic and Complementary Therapy Centre, West Yorkshire

The experiments began in January 1918. By March of that year, “100 men a day” were entering the infirmary at Fort Riley.

Ed note: Please read the Fort Riley paper in its entirety so you can appreciate the carelessness of the experiments conducted on these troops.


Shortly before breakfast on Monday, March 11, the first domino would fall signaling the commencement of the first wave of the 1918 pandemic.

Dr. Gates does report that several of the men in the experiment had flu-like symptoms: coughs, vomiting and diarrhoea after receiving the vaccine.

These symptoms are a disaster for men living in barracks, travelling on trains to the Atlantic coast, sailing to Europe, and living and fighting in trenches. The unsanitary conditions at each step of the journey are an ideal environment for a contagious disease like bacterial pneumonia to spread.

According to Gates, they injected random dosages of an experimental bacterial meningitis vaccine into soldiers. Afterwards, some of the soldiers had symptoms which “simulated” meningitis, but Dr. Gates advances the fantastical claim that it wasn’t “actual” meningitis.

WWI ended only 10 months after the first injections. Unfortunately for the 50-100 million who died, those soldiers injected with horse-infused bacteria moved quickly during those 10 months. An article from 2008 on the CDC’s website describes how sick WWI soldiers could pass along the bacteria to others by becoming “cloud adults.”

According to a 2008 National Institute of Health paper was the killer in a minimum of 92.7% of the 1918-19 autopsies reviewed. It is likely higher than 92.7%.

The researchers looked at more than 9000 autopsies, and “there were no negative (bacterial) lung culture results.”

That bacterial pneumonia was the real killer - thousands of autopsies confirm this fact.

Capitalizing on the “flu” part of Spanish flu helped vaccine manufacturers procure billion dollar checks from governments, even though scientists knew at the time that bacterial pneumonia was the real killer.
WHAT OF THE COVID-19 VACCINE?

SAY NO TO THE MRNA JAB

DID YOU KNOW?

1. The FDA did not approve Moderna or Pfizer mRNA gene therapeutics they dubbed “vaccines”. It simply authorized them. Fauci confirms. 19 doctors warned the world of the dangers. AstraZeneca is being dropped by 24 countries. Johnson & Johnson, a Viral Vector vaccine that was given Emergency Use Authorization on Feb. 27, 2021, was halted by several states due to the formation of blood clots. The CDC had confirmed. But distribution resumed after a 10 day pause. The CDC also confirms the Pfizer & Moderna jabs are the deadliest of all “vaccines”, also in a bar chart. 5 prominent doctors discuss how the Covid jab is a bioweapon.

2. The clinical trials will be completed in 2023, there are 12 vaccine companies ramping up their marketing, and you are the guinea pig.

3. The FDA & CDC have not revealed to the public over 20 adverse effects, including Death, related to Covid19 vaccines, which were discussed in an October 2020 meeting. 3,544 deaths from Covid19 vaccines are reported by the National Vaccine Information Center as at 23/4/2021, and one-third of the deaths occurred within 48 hours. For clarification purposes in this article, Covid19 is regarded as an influenza variant. Some will argue that it was developed in a Gain-of-Function lab. That is moot. The primary consideration is whether an experimental vaccine is warranted for a disease with a 99.9% survival rate. I am for tried, true and tested (safe) vaccines. I am NOT for experimental vaccines backed by disastrous animal studies.

4. The mRNA jab delivers a synthetic, inorganic molecule (medical device) that programs your cells to synthesize pathogens in the form of the spike protein that your immune system will constantly have to fight off for the rest of your life, according to experts such as Molecular Biologist & Immunologist, Professor Dolores Cahill. She explains. Fauci confirms. Dr. Lee Merritt reconfirms.

5. The mRNA jab does not prevent you from contracting Covid19 or from transmitting it. Dr. Steve Hotze elaborates. Fauci confirms. The CDC graph underscores that reality, proving vaccines are ineffective and vaccine passports are totally useless. 87 million Americans have been vaccinated

WHAT YOU CAN DO ONCE YOU HAVE BEEN FULLY VACCINATED

- Visit inside a home or private setting without a mask with other fully vaccinated people of any age
- Visit inside a home or private setting without a mask with one household of unvaccinated people who are not at risk for severe illness
- Travel domestically without a pre-or post-travel test
- Travel domestically without quarantine after travel
- Travel internationally without a pre-travel test depending on destination
- Travel internationally without quarantine after travel
- Attend medium or large gatherings
as at 4/20/21, of which 7,157 have contracted Covid after being vaccinated, resulting in 88 deaths. Also, an imperfect “vaccination” can enhance the transmission of highly virulent pathogens, according to this NCRI article. A study on mice concludes that the spike protein from a “vaccination” can cause lung damage.

6. The CDC inflated the death rate for Covid19 - that was not isolated - by instructing medical practitioners in its March 24, 2020 directive to ascribe the cause of death as Covid19 for all deaths, irrespective if patients were tested positive for Covid19 or if they had other comorbidities, so as to ramp up the fear, and doctors have publicly stated they are being pressured to mark Covid19 on death certificates.

Here is a list:

- Dr. Dan Erickson
- Dr. Scott Jensen
- Infectious Disease Director Kris Ehresmann

This misstep by the CDC contravenes Federal Regulations, according to IPAK. Each Federal agency is required to submit a formal change proposal to the Federal Register before enacting their proposed changes. A 60-day public comment and peer-review process ensues before the changes can be made.

The fact is that 60,000 Americans have been dying weekly, consistently, before and after the covid scare - more data - while deaths by influenza and other diseases have plummeted.

7. The CDC later admitted that 94% of deaths had underlying conditions. That means that of the 527,000 deaths attributed to the influenza variant masked as SARS-CoV-2 only 6% were actually caused directly by Covid19, or 31,620. That brings the true case fatality rate to 0.12% out of the 27 million cases.

8. The survival rate for Covid19 is, therefore, roughly 99.9%. When using the state population as the denominator, the death rate is even lower, ranging from 36 to 247 deaths per 100,000. As at March 19, 2021, even with the doctored numbers and faulty tests, the CDC arrived at the following survival rates:

- Ages 0-17 99.998%
- Ages 18-49 99.95%
- Ages 50-64 99.4%
- Ages 65+ 91%

9. The CDC lumped pneumonia, influenza, and Covid19 into a new epidemic it called PIC in order to inflate Covid19 deaths. The CDC stats for week of July 3, 2020 confirm that pneumonia and influenza combine with Covid to inflate the death rate. The Feb. 5, 2021 report does the same. The duplicity is underscored in the search results page, where only “(P&I)” is mentioned, but PIC graphs appear upon clicking the links. Deaths by influenza have dropped from 61,000 in 2018 to 22,000 in 2020, while medical malpractice is the third leading cause of deaths in the US.

10. Hospitals are paid $13,000 for every Covid19 admission, and $39,000 for every patient that is put on a ventilator, on average. More proof doctors and nurses have orders to place on ventilator patients who tested negative, effectively killing them.

11. The PCR tests do not detect SARS-CoV-2 particles, but particles from any number of viruses you might have contracted in the past, and that a lawsuit for crimes against humanity is being launched by a German attorney for this fraud. Even Fauci admits PCR tests don’t work. The WHO backs him up. In this CDC document, testing guidelines state that false negatives and positives are possible - page 39. The PCR test cannot rule out diseases caused by other bacterial or viral pathogens - page 40.

But most importantly, on page 42, SARS-CoV-2 was never isolated in the first instance: “Since no quantified virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV were available for CDC use at the time the test was developed and this study conducted, assays designed for detection of the 2019-nCoV RNA were tested with characterized stocks of in vitro transcribed full length RNA”. Neither the CDC can provide samples of SARS-CoV-2, nor can Stanford and Cornell labs, and in a CNN interview Fauci said he was not getting tested and there is no need to test asymptomatic people. He reiterates that asymptomatic people have never been the driving force of a pandemic. Again, the WHO backs him up.
12. There are class action lawsuits in the works, naming Anthony Fauci as defendant, amongst others. Here’s a partial list:

- A lawsuit against the CDC was filed for illegally withholding information under FOIA.
- The WHO has a lawsuit brought against it by German lawyer, Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, for crimes against humanity.
- Nurses are suing a hospital CEO for covering up the Covid fraud.
- California teachers are suing for being pressured to get an experimental vaccine, the press release.
- The Government of Norway is facing a crimes against humanity lawsuit - the UK Government will be facing a lawsuit for crimes against humanity.
- Israelis are launching a crimes against humanity lawsuit against their own Government.
- The Canadian Government is facing a legal battle from the best Constitutional attorney, Rocco Galat, who wants to see Bill Gates jailed.
- Florida is suing the Federal Government and the CDC.
- Doctors plead guilty to bio-test fraud.
- Human Rights attorney, Leigh Dundas, is going after California for trying to vaccinate children without parental consent.
- A British law firm is fighting against ‘No Jab, No Pay, No Job’.
- Canadian Police Officers are taking the Ontario Government to Court.
- And we’re just getting warmed up. If Israeli citizens have brought their government to the International Criminal Court for Crimes Against Humanity, alleging they are being coerced into taking an inadequately tested, experimental COVID injection by Pfizer, in contravention of the Nuremberg Code, then the citizens of any state (West Virginia comes to mind where young people are bribed with $100 to take the jab) have that same right and obligation.

13. Therapeutics and prophylactics for coronaviruses, like Hydroxychloroquine, have been approved in WHO, CDC and NIH websites. But, suddenly in 2020 they were banned. Why? Because, according to FDA rules only when there are no alternative therapeutics can untested vaccines be cleared for Emergency Use Authorization. In 2020, the Canadian company, Apotex, was giving HCQ away. Now, doctors are pleading that Ivermectin be used as safe therapeutic. Doctors in India and the UK speak out. Costa Rica uses HCQ extensively, while Novartis donates it to Mexico. In India doctors are prescribing Ziverdo kits.

14. Front Line Doctors who try to explain the benefits of proven therapeutics are being silenced, and some have had their license suspended. A concise summary by Dr. Simone Gold, who is also an attorney and founder of America’s Front Line Doctors, is a must watch. As well, the British Medical Journal has broken rank and is citing corruption and suppression of science. The World Doctors Alliance joins the resistance. In Australia, the Covid Medical Network represents senior medical professionals doing battle.

15. Fauci and the CDC have flip-flopped on masks, contaminated surfaces, asymptomatic spread, testing, and have only recently acknowledged that herd immunity is achieved when antibodies are spread by those who beat the disease (the 99.9%), but still recommend social distancing, only now from 6 feet to 3 feet, resulting in this lockdown map.

Speaking of herd immunity, the WHO changed its June 7, 2020 definition from:

“Herd immunity is the indirect protection from an infectious disease that happens when a population is immune either through vaccination or immunity developed through previous infection”

to:

“Herd immunity, also known as ‘population immunity’, is a concept used for vaccination, in which a population can be protected from a certain virus if a threshold of vaccination is reached. Herd immunity is achieved by protecting people from a virus, not by exposing them to it” in Nov. 13, 2020.

But, it again reversed its position in Dec. 2020, with this inane statement:

“Vaccines train our immune systems to create proteins that fight disease, known as ‘antibodies’, just as would happen when we are exposed to a disease, but – crucially – vaccines work without making us sick. Vaccinated people are protected from getting the disease in question and passing on the pathogen, breaking any chains of transmission”.

And they keep moving the goal posts. Pfizer trials warned men to stay away from pregnant women... but now the CDC is pushing pregnant women to take an experimental biological agent without a second thought.

The CDC has played dumb about the high 37 to 40 cycle thresholds used for COVID PCR testing yielding 85-90% false positives. But, now, it readily accepts the lower threshold of 28 cycles for post-vaccine testing.

Source: www.nojabforme.info/ - visit this link that contains many links to evidence to support the points listed.
16. Injuries and deaths by mRNA jabs keep rising. VAERS reports 12,619 serious injuries as at 4/23/21. In the first quarter of 2021 there has been a 6000% increase in vaccine deaths from the same period a year ago. Graphically, the jab looks more like a stiff upper cut, to quote attorney Rocco Galati. And that’s if, according to a Harvard Study, only 1% of vaccine related deaths are being reported.

17. The CDC at one time recommended DDT for in home use, and used the same fear tactics to sell vaccines for H1N1.

18. Documents prove that the media was to be the key player in creating the hype leading up to the promotion of vaccines, that a VACCINATE WITH CONFIDENCE paper by the CDC exists, along with its British equivalent, and that lifting lockdowns - on condition of vaccination - is used as a carrot to get people to accept the jab.

19. Politicians are caught on camera talking about the theatre of wearing masks, and the NCBI, a division of the NIH, published a paper on the complete ineffectiveness of masks. Even the CDC warns of the dangers of masks, as do these studies on Mask Induced Exhaustion Syndrome (MIES).

20. The CDC owns the patent for the coronavirus that is transmitted to humans; also, a patent for a Covid19 test was filed in 2015, and Covid19 test kits were being shipped around the world in 2018.

21. The Covid19 Vaccine was developed in just a few hours.

22. Vaccine companies cannot be sued for injuries.

23. Bill Gates, who invested $10 Billion into vaccines, boasts of how he injects kids with genetically modified organisms, and can’t wait for the next pandemic to hit.

24. Bill Gates is on record pushing for vaccine passports. Parenthetically, various domain names for “vaccinepassport” were filed in 2016 by an entity in Milan, Italy, and that there are people who cannot take vaccines because of medical contraindications. A vaccine passport would discriminate against these people as they attempt to go about their lives, in violation of The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Section 12101).

25. Bill Gates is on record pushing for the right vaccines to lower the world population by 10% to 15%, and a call has been made for his arrest and trial at the International Criminal Court.

26. Covid variant vaccines are to be marketed without safety trials, Fauci confirmed it, and that antibodies/antigens to SARS-CoV-2 are found in saliva, making the use of masks counterproductive in achieving herd immunity.

27. The CDC, that props itself up with statements like: “The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is the agency Americans trust with their lives. As a global leader in public health, CDC is the nation’s premier health promotion, prevention, and preparedness agency. Whether we are protecting the American people from public health threats, researching emerging diseases, or mobilizing public health programs with our domestic and international partners, we rely on our employees to make a real difference in the health and well-being of people here and around the world.” buys and resells vaccines at a mark-up, about $4.6 Billion worth every year, and owns over 20 vaccine patents - according to Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and is listed on Dun & Bradstreet. Fauci personally owns 1000 patents.

28. The consent forms in hospitals disguise vaccines as “biogenics”, and blood brokers have paid up to $1,000 for blood samples of recovered Covid19 people.

29. It’s against the Nuremberg code to force vaccinations on a person, and informed consent overrides public policy. Federal law prohibits employers and others from using vaccines under EUA as a condition of employment. A Nevada attorney is ready to do battle. Each state has its own unique provisions for refusing a vaccine on medical, religious or philosophical grounds.

30. Donald Trump glories in the fact that he pushed Warp Speed and urges his supporters to take the vaccine, while Biden gloats that he ordered 100 million doses. Same dung, different odor.

31. Time, again and again the WHO has discouraged the wearing of masks by healthy individuals, let alone children.
32. Several “simulations” of a pandemic were held in:
   - May 2018 Clade X by Johns Hopkins University
   - September 2019. The WHO’s Global Preparedness Monitoring Board (in another supposed simulation) included as one of its progress indicators the release of two lethal pathogens by September 2020. See pg 39
   - 2018. Bill Gates’ INSTITUTE FOR DISEASE MODELLING released a video modelling a pandemic starting at Wuhan, China
   - October 2019. The Liar, Bill Gates, sponsored a Global Pandemic Exercise Event 201, video. Fauci, of course, sits in the Leadership Council of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, which has contributed over $3.5 million to Fauci’s NIH

33. The Pfizer, Moderna and J&J jabs were developed using fetal cell lines, that is, cells grown in labs originally obtained from aborted fetuses decades ago. The argument used by pro-vaxers is that these are not the original cells, but descendants or duplicates of the originals. The medical term varies depending on the aborted fetus’ number and organ. You have a right to decline any vaccine that was developed with or contains fetal cell lines, based on your religious or philosophical beliefs.

34. Lockdowns have had no effect on the death rate. Here’s another report. And here we can see how Covid won’t breach Michigan’s southern border.

35. On March 2020, the British Government discussed tactics it would use to ensure citizens complied with the loss of their rights and freedoms and these have included:
   - Using media to increase the sense of personal threat
   - Using media to increase the sense of responsibility to others
   - Using and promoting social approval for desired behaviours
   - Using social disapproval for those who do not comply

Not to be outdone, Trudeau boasts how much he pays the media to sell his propaganda, sometimes presciently: in April, 2021, the CBC was reporting a 4th wave, while the German Minister of Interior pressured epidemiologists to create the fear that would necessitate lockdowns.

ON THE BRIGHT SIDE
- Vaccine sites are closing
- More states are reopening
- Packed stadium in Jacksonville
- Even left-leaning movers & shakers like Naomi Wolf and Bill Maher are sounding the alarm
- Enough signatures are in to recall Newsom
- Elon Musk says he won’t get the jab because neither he nor his kids are at risk
- Epidemiologists from around the world distilled their concerns in The Great Barrington Declaration
- Their plans for a totalitarian state are imploding, according to some sources
- Italians are taking to the streets again
- North Dakota overrides Governor’s veto. Mask mandate is officially banned
- India villagers chase vaccine officials out of the village
- Attorney Reiner Fuellmich, who is launching the greatest lawsuit in history for crimes against humanity thinks we are at the tipping point
- The White Rose has chapters of woke citizens all over the world. A sample of their activity
- Orange County backs off vaccine passports

ON THE DARK SIDE
- Australia border shut until entire world is vaxxed
- 19,916 eye disorders from jabs in Europe
- 6 month old babies getting jabbed
- Tedros: Vaccinations alone won’t end the crisis. [Code for: share prices are still lagging]
- Hungary opens up to those with proof of vaccination ID
- Chicago is rolling out a Vax Pass
- NY implements a Vax Pass

Source: www.nongbfeeme.info - visit this link that contains many links to evidence to support the points listed.
I think that it’s important to always do your homework and know exactly WHO you are doing business with. Before ANYONE agrees to take the Covid19 Vaccine you need to know a few things.

My mum used to always say that money is the “ROOT OF ALL EVIL” and the “RICH get RICHER” while the poor get poorer. Boy was she right about that!

• 1955 Polio: Cutter Incident. The first polio vaccine had to be stopped because it was killing and paralysing people. In addition people got Polio shortly after receiving the shot.

• 1976 Swine Flu: a rushed out swine flu vaccine for a pandemic that never was (small outbreak of H1N1 at Fort Dix, NJ military base and one death led to mass vaccination program by Gerald Ford, in an election year, not unlike Donald Trump in 2020).

• 2009 Swine Flu: rushed out vaccine that was said to be safe, but caused narcolepsy in 1,300 people across Europe.

About 40 million people got the vaccine before it was stopped after 10 weeks; 500 people came down with Guillain-Barre syndrome and 25 people died.

2009 Swine Flu: rushed out vaccine that was said to be safe, but caused narcolepsy in 1,300 people across Europe.

Here’s one story: https://www.buzzfeed.com/shaunintern/these-nhs-staff-were-told-the-swine-flu-vaccine-was-safe

It was later admitted that the WHO faked the pandemic. Here’s the most important article about the fraud. https://web.archive.org/web/20201011163656if_/https://www.forbes.com/2010/02/05/world-health-organization-swine-flu-pandemic-opinions-contributors-michael-fumento.html#1f575b7a848e8

Continue reading this article on page 61 >>
Things that you should know about the Covid19 Vaccine Maker, Pfizer

- This vaccine was manufactured by GlaxoSmithKline. Not only did they do this, but a few years later, in 2012, they were forced to pay $3 billion in fines, THE BIGGEST FINE IN PHARMA HISTORY, for fraud over a number of medications, including PAXIL, Wellbutrin, and Avandia.
- Read the full rap sheet here: https://violationtracker.goodjobsfirst.org/parent/glaxosmithkline and do further research on their crimes. IN 2018, GlaxoSmithKline MERGED WITH PFIZER.

Corruption of the FDA: The agency that has given EMERGENCY use authorization and approval for the Covid 19 Vaccine

- Asenapine in 2008: Whistle blower reports that FDA was turning a blind eye to the drug’s risks and did so in collusion with the company seeking to market it, Schering-Plough. Read more about this and more here: https://www.madinamerica.com/2020/08/fda-whistleblowers-documents-outcomedocuments/agenda21. https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/generalassembly/docs/globalcompact/A_RES_70_1_E.pdf.
- •  The FDA has even allowed drugs approved on fraudulent research to stay on the market! Read about that here. https://www.propublica.org/article/fda-let-drugs-approved-on-fraudulent-research-stay-on-the-market
- •  They even have some recent insider trading history which is deceptive to its shareholders. https://www.raps.org/regulatory-focus/%E2%84%22/news-articles/2016/6/former-fda-deputy-director-charged-with-insider-trading-for-leaking-non-public-approval-information
- •  Here is a HARVARD STUDY on the corruption of the FDA https://www.seattleorganicrestaurants.com/vegan-whole-food/institutional-corruption-of-pharmaceuticals-how-FDA-cannot-be-trusted-with-public-safety.php
- •  The FDA, quite simply does not care about the health of the citizens around the World. Remember, it has also allowed things such as high fructose corn syrup to be put on the market, and despite setting limits on how much can be in certain products, it still does not crack down on companies that break it. Read this: https://citizens.org/hfcs-fda-allowing-illegal-ingredient-in-foods-beverages/#:~:text=The%20FDA%20has%20only%20approved%20more%20than%205%25%20fructose%20content.
- •  Here is an even more complete list of all of the toxic things they have approved throughout the course of history, all for profit. https://www.projectcbd.org/politics/toxic-fda-approved-food-additives
- •  Remember, The United States of America is a Corporation, not a country, with D.C. as a corporate entity and Congress its Board of Directors, since 1871. What is the main goal of a corporation? To make money. We will discuss more things about this later.
- •  This list does not even include tobacco, which was lied about for decades to the American public.
- •  In 2015, NYU did a study that found that of 57 clinical trials between 1998 and 2003, that received the highest level of violations for false information and other drugs, including failure to disclose adverse effects. Out of the 57 bogus studies, the FDA only recognized 3 of them.
- •  They have a long-enjoyed FINANCIAL relationships with the Pharmaceutical companies, which includes getting 75% of their funding from them, and they have been getting funded by them since 1992, which is a massive conflict of interest. The FDA is essentially a “partner” to Big Pharma, not a regulator.
- •  Watch the video with this info here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MakEZ57tICU and there is more information in the video
- •  So many employees of the FDA wrote to the Presidents in the past begging for something to be done about them and still we sit here today with NO change.
- •  When those corrupt people in the FDA retire, they go to work for the same companies that they regulated!
- •  Watch this video about this and more here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsbwyNgVd4

Drug Sales reps are taught to minimize the effects in their pitches to customers. Check out this former sales rep who saw corruption first hand, including things being said in her companies such as “our people in the FDA”, as well as modifications to drug pitches after the reps would report side effects reported by the customers.
- •  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOW8LNu2hFE
- •  105 MINUTE LONG VIDEO OF FDA CORRUPTION EXAMPLES: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sV7j5XkQHA
- •  One of the most toxic drugs the FDA has ever approved was the AZT drug for AIDS patients, in one of the grandest frauds of all time, as exposed by Robert Willner, Kary Mullis, and more. This fraud was furthermore pushed by none other than Anthony Fauci, at the heart of the coronavirus agenda.
Anthony has Fauci Served 6 Presidents so far and will serve the next in 2021.

- Biomedical researcher Robert Gallo of the National Health Institute, announced via a press conference in the 1980s that he found the virus that probably caused AIDS, and it was done so without a single scientific document appearing in any journal in the US, and without any proof whatsoever. It was proven only in the press.
  - Kary Mullis would later write a report for which he asked so many people for many years where the scientific reference was to back up the assertion that “HIV [is] the probable cause of AIDS”, to this day it does not exist.
- Anthony Fauci “criminal guilty of genocide”
  - The AZT drug was too dangerous for chemotherapeutic purposes in cancer patients, and yet it was knowingly used on the immunosuppressed HIV positive people.
  - The causes of Acquired Immune Deficiency diseases had been throughout the majority of the 20th century.
  - Watch the video of Willner discussing all of these things here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCKb1UV-4A the first 10-15 minutes are enough information

- Gallo went on to make millions on his patented HIV blood test despite the fact that it often gave false positives because it only tested for antibodies.
- Fauci has shaped his entire career off of this fraud. He still holds responsibility for AIDS research. Tens of billions of taxpayer dollars have been used to fund this bogus research which completely neglects the truth.
  - The AZT drug was recommended to be used in asymptomatic patients (remember, the test spewed a lot of false positives), citing a study by the drug’s manufacturer, He even recommended it to pregnant women despite the RISK to the fetus
  - The drug’s approval was rushed by the FDA, in only FIVE DAYS!!
    - Not unlike how the covid vaccine is also being rushed
  - Another similarity? Much like the “test, test, test” mantra of covid, the same was encouraged with HIV.
  - Both also have a wide variety of illnesses which is something you can test for.
  - 2017 Georgetown: Anthony Fauci says “there will be a surprise outbreak” He says very clearly there will be a surprise outbreak, this was prior to Covid19. He knew that how? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNXGaGJgQI (you only need to listen for first few minutes for him to say this)
  - Think about that in regards to what Kary Mullis says regarding Fauci’s mismanagement and history. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ozsj2_wgbk&feature=emb_logo
  - Remember Mullis invented the PCR test, which is being used to tally up the number of total GLOBAL COVID CASES that have driven this pandemic and the numbers.
  - For starters, the INVENTOR himself, Kary Mullis, said it “doesn’t tell you that you’re sick and it doesn’t tell you that whatever you ended up with was going to hurt you, or anything like that”. Watch him say that here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmZtx4XhOQQ
  - The tool’s intended use is to be used as a manufacturing technique, not as a tool to detect viral INFECTIONS.
  - What the test does is find a piece of RNA “ASSUMED” to be part of a virus, and calls it positive. That piece of RNA could be from when you were a baby.
  - To see how the PCR test lacks a gold standard and is an invalid tool, watch this video by Dr. Tom Cowan. Notice the part he says in the last third or so of the video, about isolating the virus, purifying it, and sequencing the genome. That has not been done with this virus.

- This same test was used to detect a suspected whooping cough outbreak at a New Hampshire hospital in 2006. It detected 142 people as positive for the whooping cough, only to later found out to be a complete “FALSE ALARM” https://thepointcoincidence.blogspot.com/2020/12/faith-in-quick-test-leads-to-epidemic.html
  - Anthony Fauci himself has even admitted that anything with a cycle threshold above 35 is just DEAD NUCLEOTIDES, aka NOT infectious. Yet still, those are being called positive, and the cycle threshold in the US is 37-40. Read about that here: https://www.nsn.com/en-us/health/medical/experts-us-covid-19-positivity-rate-high-due-to-too-sensitive-tests/ar-B818wE8B
  - Multiple sources say labs in the United States are mostly using a cycle threshold of 40. Contradictory, eh? Including this one from the New York Times, a huge participant in the agenda. Do a duckduckgo search if you don’t have NYT. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
  - New York Times admits at least 90% false positive, possibly even worse than that
  - More links can be found on this website’s blog post, including how a Portuguese court has said that it cannot be used to mandate quarantines. It wasn’t that long ago that Cristiano Ronaldo, the Portuguese soccer player, said PCR was bullshit, fittingly enough, https://bottomlinefacts.com/coronavirus-testing-facts-and-information-you-must-know/
  - The PCR test cannot reliably detect an infection. How, then, could anyone in the vaccine industry conduct a legitimate clinical trial?

Bill Gates, the financial backer of Moderna

- Bill Gates once said we could depopulate the world 10-15% if we did a good job with vaccines and reproductive health care services. You can watch him say that here, between the 4:30 and 4:50 mark https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jsf-fq2Zn7I
  - Now, some people contend that what he really meant by that was that having a vaccinated, healthy population would lead to parents having less children, whereas in disease plagued countries people have more children because some may die. But is that really what he meant? Let’s take a look at his history.
• The World Health Organization has admitted in recent years, since at least 2017, that there are more vaccine-derived polio cases in the world than there are wild polio cases.

• Very recently, the WHO admitted a Gates-backed expedition led to a polio outbreak. Read about that here: https://fort-russ.com/2020/09/major-who-admits-gates-backed-vaccine-caused-recent-polio-outbreak-in-africa/
  » The WHO admitted this only one week after boasting that they had eradicated polio from the continent of Africa.
  » They use the oral polio vaccine, which was banned in America decades ago.

• In 2014, it was reported that Gates funded tests of experimental HPV vaccines developed by Merck and GSK (Gardasil and Cervarix, respectively) in two separate Indian provinces. There were a number of ethical violations involved, including failure to obtain parental signatures, and many of those involved experienced adverse side effects. https://www.dailyMail.co.uk/news/article-2908963/Judges-demand-answers-children-die-controversial-vaccine-trial-India.html
  » This article contains a lot of examples, with science medical journals to back it up. It also talks about Event 201, which will be discussed later.

• Gates funded the MALARIA VACCINE made by GSK resulted in 151 infant deaths.

• There are a number of other accusations against Bill Gates and his foundation, many of which are heavily refuted by the scientific community that he funds.

• In 2010, Bill Gates gave the World Health Organization $10 BILLION during his “Decade of Vaccines” announcement. It was not long after that HCG, an anti-fertility chemical, was found in about half of the tetanus vaccines that were given. That can be read about in the most recent link provided, as well as a number of other sources if you research it using the www.duckduckgo.com search engine.
  » You will find a number of “credible” news agencies reporting that these are false accusations, however, the media truly has no credibility. Everything from the lies of cigarettes being healthy and the Gulf of Tonkin incident that started World War that historians now know was a lie.
  » If you’re still questioning the authenticity of these claims, you’re probably wondering, “why would Bill Gates do this? Does he have any documented history that could potentially indicate this being true?” And the answer is YES. Let us now discuss the eugenics movement, something his family is heavily connected to.

Bill Gates and Eugenics

• Eugenics- the process of controlling the population through science and medicine to weed out the undesirables, aka those deemed to be unfit. Bill Gates is NOT hiding this. This is what Margaret Sanger, the founder of Planned Parenthood, believed in. Some of her famous quotes include:
  » “We do not want word to get out that we want to exterminate the Negro population”. Keep in mind that 79% of Planned Parenthood facilities are located within walking distance of African-American and Hispanic/Latino neighbourhoods
  » “It is the lower elements of the population, the Negroid aboriginal tribes and the pariahs or outcasts, who are growing the fastest.”
  » “Certain dysgenic groups in our population... their choice of segregation or sterilization.”
  » Read more of her sick quotes here: https://tfpstudentaction.org/blog/margaret-sanger-quotes

• So how does all of this relate to Bill Gates? Bill Gates’ father served on the National Board of Directors for Planned Parenthood when Bill was growing up.
  » This means he had more power than the President of the Organization itself, in fact he and a few others appointed essentially gained control as well.
  » Gates’ father would talk about it to his son openly, as Bill Gates told Bill Moyers in a May 9, 2003 interview. In this interview, he also discussed depopulation and reproductive health. Here is a transcript of that interview. https://www.pbs.org/newswide/charted/transcript219.html

• The Bill and Melinda Gates foundation has fostered support for Planned Parenthood as a continuation of Gates seniors legacy.
  » They donated $81 MILLION to the organization between 2009 and 2018 alone.
  » He has also donated a lot of money to other organizations involved in the spreading of abortion. Read about that here: https://www.lifenews.com/2020/04/17/bill-gates-has-given-68-million-to-organization-that-sells-abortion-pills-worldwide/

• Think about it. Planned Parenthood provides reproductive health services, namely abortion. It was created by a woman who wanted to control the population by weeding out undesirables, particularly those immune to disease, and even black people specifically. Think about all the diseases the countries of Africa and other third countries are exposed to?

• Bill Gates has never come out and denounced that he does not stand for any of these negative things, but has followed in his father’s footsteps, continuing to support these as well as other abortion organizations. Like father like son.

• All of this while funding multiple vaccine research expeditions in third world countries, that are reportedly causing all of these problems, including infertility in black African women?

• Think about this in simple steps:
  » Bill Gates’ father’s loyalty to the depopulation agenda of Margaret Sanger
  » His son, Bill Gates, funded that same organization which his dad worked at.
  » Bill Gates and his practical subsidiaries like the World Health Organization (which gets a lot of funding from him) have been accused of these crimes in third world countries. Furthermore, consider how many vaccines include the use of either ABORTED FETAL TISSUE either in the final product, or in the production of the vaccine. You can read about all of this online, including here, straight from the CDC. They don’t hide this https://www.cdc.gov/2020/PHdata/Tmy/2020HB-05044-R000219-Wrin%20%20Chris-TMY.PDF

• Now think about the pieces of the puzzle here: Bill Gates says we can do a job depopulating the world with vaccines and reproductive health care services. He has funded both numerous vaccine research expeditions that have reportedly caused many issues, including sterilization, as well as abortion clinics such as the one his father was a part of, whose agenda was to rid the world of those prone to disease and illness, and even people of colour specifically, and both of those characteristics meet the definition of where these vaccine expeditions have taken place.

• And a lot of those vaccines contain aborted fetal cells, such as MRC-5

• Bill Gates = depopulation = eugenics = Planned Parenthood = vaccines, some of which cause sterility, and their use of Planned Parenthood resource of aborted fetal cells.

• No doubt Margaret Sanger, whom Bill Gates is essentially a disciple of through his father, would see these same people Gates is experimenting on “unfit”. 
• The media is not here for the truth. They have been responsible for propagating so many lies over the years, including decades of pushing that cigarettes are good for you (even though people thought as far back as the 1930s that they were not, and they used doctors to push those lies), the Gulf of Tonkin incident that began strong US involvement in the Vietnam war, which never happened, the CIA funneling crack into the poor neighbourhoods of Los Angeles, the lies of HIV, and many more. They are simply the 4th branch of the Federal Government, told what to report, and in fact have the most influence on controlling the mind’s eye of the masses.

• According to 1915 newspaper clippings, the Rockefeller family funded the eugenics movement to defect 15,000,000 Americans. With that in mind, Bill Gates said “every corner we turn, the Rockefellers are already there.”

Read about that here:

» Notice how she says one of the main goals of the UN is to create universal connectivity (like globalization!), and the world is becoming more and more digital in the covid era.

» And, how the goal is universal control, a surveillance state. Think about that in regards to contact tracing, United States bill HR 6666, and how that is being used to supposedly stop the spread of coronavirus, which a lot of people are told they have when they in fact do not due to the PCR test.

» No more private land ownership

» Notice how she even mentions Bertrand Russell!

» And limiting the undesirables!

• EUGENICISTS ARE AT THE TOP

Other Things to Consider

• Past SARS vaccines saw serious side effects in animal trials, including autoimmune disorders, when exposed to a new type of virus. The antibody levels accelerated the infection. Read about that here: https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2004/12/sars-vaccine-linked-liver-damage-ferret-study

• This coronavirus vaccine uses a completely new mRNA technology that has only limited short-term data, and no evidence to rule out long-term side effects.

• This experimentation of this new, unproven technology on humans is a violation of the Nuremberg Law.

• The media says it is safe, but they have also told all of the other lies mentioned in this paper, so can they really be trusted?

• Pfizer and others have received protection from any deaths or injuries, as is usual. Since 1986 there has been a vaccine court set up so that pharmaceutical companies could stop paying out all of the lawsuits that are against them.

• UK government warns doctors that it is unknown whether the covid-19 mRNA vaccine has an impact on fertility. It could induce the formation of antibodies against spike proteins of SARS virus.

• The syncytin-1 protein is very homologous to that of the SARS viruses, and this protein is essential to the development of the placenta. If the vaccine were to train the immune system to fight such a protein, it could cause infertility.

• They’re saying there is no good evidence either way

• They also do not know whether it causes damage when mixed with other drugs/vaccines

• AstraZeneca vaccine (of the UK)

• Recombinant usage that can change human genome

• Use of MRC-5 as test subjects

• “MHRA urgently seeks AI software tool to process the expected high volume of Covid-19 ADRs and ensure that none are missed”

• Reports of potential Bell’s Palsy in patients in Pfizer trial

• Remember, this is public information and Google likes to censor things they don’t like. It is made out to seem that they do not want people to see things that conservatives post (like “misinformation about election fraud”) but in actuality it runs much, much deeper than that.

• Also, as for his father: when you are in such a high position in any organization, you know the ins and outs. You do not end up there by accident if you do not know the true purpose of it. Why do you think he was at the tippy top of this organization?
SUMMARY OF PART 1

Not much can be added to what these articles demonstrate. Upon review of these facts, it is difficult to presume that a nefarious agenda is not at work. An agenda that goes beyond pure financial gain. UN Agenda 2030, the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and the World Economic Forum’s the Great Reset come to mind.

Though superficially they all seem altruistic and philanthropic, or at least for the greater good of all. A closer inspection reveals that the world these Agendas seek to establish is one of absolute and total control of every living being, resources, and thing on earth. There also appears to be a blatant and monstrous depopulation agenda at work. We are already witnessing this mass genocide as these disingenuous agents use the human race as their lab rats in a master move for absolute control.

In this first portion of our report, we have assessed extensive literature, articles, and statistics concerning Covid-19 and have made chilling discoveries. We now know:

THE WHAT:
Being an engineered, pre-mediated false pandemic the fear of which is being driven by media and propaganda.

THE WHO:
Being the NGOs, Governments and Politicians, Big Pharma, Mainstream Media.

THE WHY:
Depopulation, profit, and complete and utter control of the world’s population from a central government. A species subjugated absolutely and without recourse.

It is imperative to resist this agenda at all costs, for our entire civilisation is at risk. That is exactly what the Alliance’s New Global Initiative intends to do. In Part 2 of this report, we will discuss the firsts of our solutions, and how we can navigate this dangerous time in the history of freeborn men and women to build a world within which the human spirit can thrive and one in which such a horror as has been inflicted upon us can never happen again.
PART 2

NEW GLOBAL INITIATIVE
For half a century, statisticians, pundits, and politicians have warned that a burgeoning planetary population is threatening to overwhelm the earth’s resources. They are wrong. Exactly the opposite will soon be upon us.

Somewhere around 2050, perhaps sooner, the population of the earth will begin to decline, and that decline will never stop. In much of the developed and developing world, decline is already underway. The big news is that the rest of the developing world will soon join in. Throughout history, depopulation was the product of catastrophe—ice ages, plagues, the collapse of civilizations. This time, however, we’re thinning ourselves deliberately, by choosing to have fewer babies than we need to replace ourselves.

Empty Planet surveys the traumatic impact of the single most important event in modern history—manufactured infertility. The authors have travelled to six continents—Canberra to Sao Paulo; Seoul to Nairobi; Brussels to Delhi to Beijing—interviewing both leading experts and families who are living the reality of a shrinking planet. Some believe that fewer people will be an unmixed blessing. They’re wrong. We can already see the effects in Europe and parts of Asia—aging societies, stagnant economies, crippling demands on government services with too few workers available to care for the elderly. Not all the news is bad—fewer workers will command higher wages; jobs will prompt innovation; the environment will improve; the risk of famine will wane; and falling birthrates in the developing world will bring greater affluence and autonomy for women. But enormous disruption lies ahead.

Empty Planet will show the world its future, a future that we can no longer prevent, but one we can shape, if we choose.
OVERALL CONCLUSION

It is now quite clear, the Covid-19 pandemic simply never was a pandemic and should never have been deemed a “Global Pandemic.”

WHO, by doing so, demonstrated its alignment with supranational agendas that, as we have seen, are not in the best interest of our species and our home planet. The WHO, and its cohort have lost all credibility and as highlighted, have massive conflicts of interest and appear under the control of Bill Gates, his vaccine agendas, the UN’s Agenda 2030, and the World Economic Forum’s Great Reset, all of whom stand to make billions at the expense of Global Public Health, reduce the population to a more manageable non-threatening number, and all with the added benefit of gaining complete control over the remaining population.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. We recommend governments cease all funding of the WHO, until an independent investigation has been completed.
2. The world needs a new global public health body; one for the people by the people; a force for good in the world, not a dangerous and deadly conflicted and corrupted WHO with agendas anathema to the spirit of freeborn men, women, and children.
3. We must establish new public institutions to foster a better world, a world in which the spirit of freeborn men, women, and children can thrive.
4. We must unite as a people and a community; and work together to oust the impostors masquerading as our governments. We must replace these dark agents with a legitimate group of representatives who will serve and support the people.
5. All draconian measures in response to Covid-19 should be halted immediately. Responses like lockdowns, contact tracing, mask requirements, et cetera must cease forthwith.
6. All countries and states must open their borders to international travel.
7. States of emergencies should be lifted in all states and all countries across all continents.
8. The existing bans and restrictions on all known treatments, including Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin and others, need to be lifted as a matter of urgency. The banning of such effective treatments to enable a rushed to market, untested, unproven and unnecessary, not to mention ineffective and deadly mRNA vaccine, is a crime of the highest order against our civilisation, and has caused untold amounts of death and preventable injuries.
9. This ill-fated medical experiment on our civilisation must cease. All vaccinations must stop or be stopped.
10. Those responsible for the abusive totalitarian measures introduced, must be charged with crimes against our civilisation, and measures put in place immediately to disband the WHO and its cohort and to ensure such reckless disregard for the living never occurs again.
11. The world can and must go back to normal as there is no global pandemic, rendering all of these measures redundant.
12. All political leaders and organisations who have supported the Covid Fraud must resign or be removed from office and face appropriate charges for crimes against our civilisation.
13. All member countries of the WHO must immediately cease all funding to this now disgraced corrupt body and end the deadly vaccine roll out before the planet suffers the greatest humanitarian disaster of our time.
14. The vaccinated should immediately be treated to reverse the damaging effects of the Covid vaccines.
15. The vaccine makers must have their immunity from prosecution revoked and the CEOs, key scientists, and executives brought before the international courts for fraud and crimes against freeborn men, women, and children.
16. The free born men and women of earth must take back control of their being, expand their consciousness, raise their vibration, realise their truth, emancipate themselves from mental slavery, look beyond the veil blinding us, and gaze upon eternity without flinching.
World Solutions Foundation is a foundation committed to aiding to put an end to the world's most dire situations and help other charities succeed in helping the world - To be a force for good in the world & to provide global & national solutions!

We currently are urgently raising money to fight the 'Great Reset' Agenda and Bill Gates De Population agenda with the falsified pandemic and BS 19 vaxx.

A big part of World Solutions Foundation is to expose and stop the damaging effect and the threat to humanity this powerful foundation poses to the world.

We also need to raise millions to fight against the 'Globalists Billionaire Socialists Totalitarian' agenda.

The foundation is also committed to helping end child sex trafficking and supports endeavours such as Operation Railway Underground.

The Foundation will also focus on exposing the Rockefeller Foundation role behind hijacking Western medicine for profit making agendas that has created a “sickness system from cradle to grave” verses a “wellness system”.

It will help educate and expose both its and the Gates Foundation’s role in pushing a deadly vaccine agenda for profits and Global Health Control verse for Public Health Benefit.

It also has supported Virgin Charities headed up by Billionaire Sir Richard Branson who has been a guest speaker at 21st Century University Events partly funded by World Solutions Foundation (WSF).

It is also a supporter to the ‘Basket Brigade’ an initiative by Anthony Robbins to feed millions per year and support the less privileged.

WSF supports those injured by vaccines to advocate for vaccine safety and expose the fraud within the vaccine industry.

Other charities and activism WSF supports include:
- 21st Century Australia movement
- The early stage investor in Bitcoin and Bitcoin 2.0

To help decentralise money to remove the power of the “Central Bankers” from manipulating and skimming the financial system to their paymasters benefits.
The Great Reset Agenda

The Great Reset is the name of the 50th annual meeting of the World Economic Forum (WEF), held in June 2020. It brought together high-profile business and political leaders, convened by the Prince of Wales and the WEF, with the theme of rebuilding society and the economy in what is claimed to be a more sustainable way following the COVID-19 pandemic.

Klaus Schwab, who founded the WEF in 1971 and is currently its CEO, described three core components of the Great Reset.

The first involves creating conditions for a “stakeholder economy”; the second component includes building in a more “resilient, equitable, and sustainable” way—based on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) metrics which would incorporate more green public infrastructure projects.

The third component of a Great Reset agenda is to “harness the innovations of the Fourth Industrial Revolution” for public good.

One of the main concerns about this misguided agenda is its references to communistic ideals—“you’ll own nothing and you will be happy”, for the benefit of the few political elite.

Globalists promoting the Great Reset—a pro-climate, pro-Marxist economic agenda—predict the US will be in decline by 2030 and other superpowers such as China and big tech will “control every aspect of our lives”. We must end these ludicrous notions.

Bill Gates De Population Agenda

A viral Facebook message claims that Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates wants to reduce the world population through forced vaccination. Forced vaccines were part of a depopulation agenda promoted by the United Nations and Mr Gates.

A quote from a TED Talk Mr Gates gave in 2010, titled Innovating to Zero, in which he discussed ways the world could reduce carbon emissions. One way was by reducing population growth through improving healthcare.

Mainstream Media

Mainstream media has been effectively hijacked by extreme left wing media with few right wing media outlets.

Some media outlets skew information, such as reporting news in a way that conflicts with standards of professional journalism or promoting a political agenda through entertainment media. The concentration of most media has fallen into less than half a dozen major companies’ hands, meaning a lack of independence and diversity.

Child Sex Trafficking

Child trafficking is a crime—and represents the tragic end of childhood. Child trafficking refers to the exploitation of girls and boys, primarily for forced labour and sexual exploitation. Children account for 27% of all the human trafficking victims worldwide, and two out of every three child victims are girls.

Sometimes sold by a family member or an acquaintance, lured by false promises of a “better” life—the reality is that these exploited children are held in slave-like conditions without enough food, shelter or clothing, and are often severely abused.
THE CAUSES WE SUPPORT

Operation Railway Underground
Operation Underground Railroad (O.U.R.) is a non-profit founded by Tim Ballard which assists governments around the world in the rescue of human trafficking and sex trafficking victims, with a focus on children.
O.U.R. also aids with planning, prevention, capture, and prosecution of offenders, and works towards prevention, victim recovery, awareness, and fundraising efforts.
The organization has been documented for their covert operations with jump teams consisting of former CIA agents, U.S. Special Operations Forces Members, and other support volunteers. As of April 2016, Operation Underground Railroad reports 529 victims rescued, and 182 traffickers arrested.

The International Basket Brigade
The International Basket Brigade is a 100% volunteer-run program dedicated to feeding those in need.
It’s built on a simple notion: one small act of generosity on the part of one caring person can transform the lives of hundreds.
What began as Tony’s individual effort to feed families in need has now grown into a hunger relief, international movement through The Tony Robbins Foundation.
Since its start, millions of baskets of food and household items have been delivered around the world to those who need it most.

Australian National Review
Australian National Review is Australia’s first real free and independent press, one with no editorial control by the elite, but a publication that can generate critical thinkers and critical debate and hold those spreading mistruths and deliberate propaganda in mainstream media to account.
The publication’s purpose is to be a “force for good and a platform for much needed change and to generate critical debate”.
ANR readers have an interest in independent news, recognise mainstream media lies often. They are upwardly mobile and many invest in real Estate, stocks and have businesses.

Virgin Unite
The non-profit foundation Virgin Unite was founded to unite people and entrepreneurial ideas to create opportunities for a better world.
Since then, they have inspired and incubated a number of wonderful collaborations like The Elders, Ocean Unite, Caribbean Climate Smart Accelerator, Unite BVI, 100% Human at Work and The Branson Centre for Entrepreneurship - which have spurred much needed change in the world.
Virgin Unite is an advocate for LGBTQ+ rights, drug policy reform and giving ex-offenders a second chance.

21st Century University
21st Century University gives access to a modern-day Education for life - One everyone deserved to have been taught at school or University but didn’t.
Taught by those with a Ph.D. in Results, as opposed to our 19th Century outdated, failing education system, taught by those with a Ph.D. in Theory.
An affordable option with a library filled with hundreds of hours of practical common sense content covering strategies and methodologies.

Bitcoin 2.0
Bitcoin 2.0 is a new Cryptocurrency / company that is looking to innovate the Global Payment System. Some consider Bitcoin 2.0 to be like Bitcoin as a payment system but expected to be better due to its more effective blockchain technology platform.
It’s backed by real value in advertising credits in independent media news sites and news networks, meaning that it can be converted to be used for advertising space for any business or individual at any time. It can also be sold to anyone wanting to utilise advertising. This gives it additional intrinsic value above Bitcoin.
ABOUT THE APA

We are a newly-founded organisation, set up to meet a much-needed demand for cooperation and coordination amongst political and social organisations with one pressing aim: reinstituting and protecting the security, suverainty, freedom, and liberty of the Australian people and nation, whilst aiding in individual emancipation and self-actualisation.

Our organisation consists of outstanding patriots with a burning desire to protect our country. We ask that parties (both state and federal), and social and political organisations, put their differences aside for now, cooperate under treaty, within the bounds of common law and equity; and adopt a coordinated and strategic approach to the defence and protection and rebuilding of our nation without abandoning their individual causes.

A CALL TO ACTION

In a time of crisis, it becomes imperative to park what divides us and focus instead on what unites us: the security and well-being of the Australian people. As it stands, our communities have been stripped of all meaningful protection against tyranny.

The Biosecurity Act 2015 removes meaningful protection of the people’s right to bodily autonomy, and renders onto the Director of Human Biosecurity and other bureaucratic, non-elected officials sweeping powers to monitor, track, force medicate, forcibly incarcerate, and fine the Australian people if the latter choose to exercise their inalienable freedom and suverainty.

As of 9th of February 2021, the federal government has asserted that state premiers will be left with the power to dictate what rights and privileges are retained and which ones are lost to citizens who decline to participate in the mRNA experiment.

The Defence Amendment Act strips away any protection the Australian people may have if the federal government declares a state of emergency, invites foreign troops onto Australian soil, and those troops harm or injure any member of the Australian public.

This Act also opens the door for the potential occupation of Australia by troops loyal to the globalist agenda (UN troops, the Strong Cities Network police, et cetera).

These are forces who, under this act will not be accountable to the Australian people, nor will the Australian people have the right to seek remedy against them in an instance of abuse, harm, injury, or loss of any kind.

The danger this poses can very easily be ascertained through a review of the recent deployment of agents of the Strong Cities Network in Victoria in one of the most appalling human rights breaches in recent Australian history and for which the Victorian Premier has been charged in the International Criminal Court.

Additionally, the COVID-19 response acts at state levels work to suspend common sense, inculcate fear within our psyche, and bypass our pre-frontal cortex (the region of our brain implicated in planning complex cognitive behaviour, personality expression, decision making, and moderating social behaviour); thereby giving governments the platform to implement socialist, tyrannical, and irrationally inconsistent rules without much backlash or public outcry or question.

Together, these various acts and legislations effectively annul all meaningful protection of the Australian people against our own government.

We cannot let this disposition stand. History has shown that most atrocities and genocides in human history have been instigated by governments against their own people. It is therefore paramount for every individual to have meaningful protection from their own government and its incessant tyrannical tendencies.

Thus, we urge all Australians, all patriots who truly care about this country, its people, and their own freedom, to stand with us and work together.

Not as one entity, but as partners, brothers and sisters, as neighbours, peers and leaders for our common good and for the well-being, safety, and protection of our communities and our loved ones. Our children’s, indeed all of our futures depend on this collaboration.

THE SOLUTION:

The APA proposes a two-part solution.

1. A strategically coordinated response on all fronts to shield the Australian people from the brunt of government overreach. This first part will have two aspects:
   a) Support or build a unified political party.
   b) A group or organisation and patriots united around a common goal.

2. Build an infrastructure (comprising of social, legal, political, economic, and private communications networks) that will provide an alternative system of social governance and engagement.
SOLUTIONS: AUSTRALIAN PATRIOTS ALLIANCE

HOW WE OPERATE:

1. Our first and primary policy concern is to advance the common goal, namely, the security, suverainty, freedom, and liberty of the Australian people. This goal is the primary principle upon which each of the Australian Patriots Alliance (APA)’s policy decisions that follow, is founded.

2. The APA will do all in its power to support any peaceful efforts towards this goal.

3. The APA will not ask for any one group to give up their projects, opinions, viewpoints, religious beliefs, or socio-political policies. Instead, the APA asks that the considerations of these differences take a back seat to the common goal (see policy point 1) so that the expenditures of the organisation and its members’ time and resources will prioritise the protection, security, suverainty, freedom and liberty of the Australian people above all else, for without freedom and suverainty of the people, nothing else matters.

4. The APA urges organisations to collaborate under treaty (buttressed by the principles of common law and equity).

5. The APA is a not-for-profit organisation; thus, all funds are held in trust for the sole purpose of advancing the common goal (see policy point 1).

6. The APA’s role is to facilitate collaboration, by helping establish a network of patriots, and by offering different types of support to members so that the common movement to protect the Australian people can more efficiently and effectively achieve its purpose.

OUR POLICIES:

1. The APA will strive to restore and systemically recognise and inculcate the Australian people’s inalienable right to security of their person (against enemies both foreign and domestic), suverainty, freedom, and liberty.

2. For true emancipation, every individual must have unmitigated freedom to earn a living for themselves and their families in so far as they are causing no harm, loss, or injury to others. The APA will campaign and stand for the restoration of employment opportunities, the respect and support of free and private enterprises, actively oppose the government’s socialistic and detrimental interference in individuals’ capacity to earn a living, and support private property rights.

3. For a nation to be suveran and its people free, the public and the nation must own and maintain inalienable interests in key infrastructures of strategic importance to the nation’s security and emancipation. Infrastructures such as:
   - Roads
   - Ports
   - Armed forces and other law and order agents like the police
   - Telecommunications networks
   - Judicial and Legal systems
   - Power and energy
   - Hospitals and Medical care facilities

4. For a nation to thrive, its people must be well educated. The APA will strive to rebuild our communities’ values through a reformation of the education system to reflect true rather than revisionist history; as well as equipping the next generation with the tools they need to be thriving and productive members of society, rather than being automated, programmed cogs in a political machine.
OUR VISION

Our vision is of a peaceful and harmonious world for all. A world devoid of suffering and injustice. A world where, if there is suffering, established, cherished and trusted institutions have been built to ease said malaise and support the community. Although one individual cannot eradicate suffering, each individual can do their part in reducing it and easing the aches of their community. The QuantumPrism Foundation will do its part in this regard in as many ways as possible.

The Foundation’s key contribution will be in helping the vulnerable members of our world, for it is they who need it most; those such as the homeless, the poor, the sick, and the disenfranchised youth. While all these groups require our help and support, the Foundation’s early undertaking in its nascent stage will focus on the most vulnerable of all: the homeless youth and children.

The homeless youth not only lack the security of a home, they are also left without the protection of parents and loved ones in a stage in their development where safety and stability is paramount. Homeless children are never responsible for their situation, having mostly left a home of poverty, abuse, and violence; making the injustice of their situation all the more harrowing, heartbreaking and entirely avoidable.

The foundation will work closely with charity groups and relevant organisations to provide a wide range of support to the homeless youth including shelter, food, clothing, education, and other necessary care.

By leveraging the power of big business, SMEs, government programs, and philanthropic organisations, the QuantumPrism Foundation is working to develop housing and community program for the homeless youth. The community’s purpose is to provide the protection, care, love, and material needs every child requires to thrive and feel safe. Providing facilities such as schooling, counselling, as well as fostering a family-like environment where every member feels at home, loved, and cared for, the housing community will encourage every child’s optimum development and growth into well-adjusted members of society.

Importantly, our children and youth are our future. It is they in whose care we shall remit the stewardship of our world and the future of our civilisation. They are some of, if not the most, vulnerable members of our society. Yet, their vulnerability is often exploited by dark agents to their detriment, their voices and fledgling power lost to the halls of circumstance beyond their capacity to control. At the QuantumPrism Foundation, we have chosen to take a firm stance to remedy this chasm in our honour as a civilisation, and we need your help.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP

Getting informed is one of the most important steps. Then once informed, take action by volunteering your time or skills, if you are a business owner, donating goods or providing discounts to our children in their time of need, if you are a builder volunteering the services of your company for the housing project, and much more.

THE CAUSES WE SUPPORT
SOLUTIONS: IKIGHAI PTY LTD

WHO WE ARE

We are a boutique Leadership Coaching Firm providing 21st century solutions to organisation’s and individual’s leadership needs nationwide. At Ikighai, we recognise that the mind is an electrical machine. Therefore, our challenge to the leader’s logic directly impacts their energetic frequency.

WHAT WE DO

Our experience in coaching corporate leaders in different industries, plus our research into and understanding of the human condition, has made us one of the leading providers in our field for businesses and individuals across Australia.

We utilise ground-breaking discoveries in neuroscience, behavioural science, and quantum physics to leverage neuroplasticity and neurogenesis to rewire our client’s brains for success. Our experience and knowledge therefore allow us to construct and deliver industry-leading programs that cultivate effective forms of leadership and emotional intelligence at every level of organisational structures.

OUR CODES OF PRACTICE

• Act for the greatest good of all involved
• Do no harm
• Honour is our bound
• Respect the sanctity of all life
• Promote love, compassion an cooperation
• Champion virtue, valour, and vision
• Value service to our communities and peers
• Defend and protect the vulnerable
• Contribute light so good may prevail

OUR MISSION

Our mission is to garner exceptional leadership and forge tomorrow’s dynamic leaders by revolutionising the normative mindsets obfuscating the growth of organisations across industries.
Global Economic Forum was founded by the people for the people. A not for profit foundation to compete against the corrupted world economic forum that’s pushing the deadly and dangerous totalitarian “Great Reset” by pushing the Covid fraud and its deadly agendas.

Supporting the “Great Awakening” not the “Great Reset”, it aims to empower a whole New World Initiative of businesses and ecosystems for those entrepreneurs and global citizens that refuse to accept or participate in the Covid fraud.

World Solutions Foundation is committed to aiding to put an end to the world’s most dire situations and help other charities succeed in helping the world - to be a force for good in the world & to provide global & national solutions. World Solutions Foundation is urgently raising money to fight the ‘Great Reset’ Agenda and Bill Gates De Population agenda with the falsified pandemic and bs 19 vaxx.

A big part of World Solutions Foundation is to expose and stop the damaging effect and the threat to humanity this powerful foundation poses to the world.

The Global Independent Media Organisation was established to help overcome the stranglehold mainstream media has had over the official narrative and its dangerous levels of influence it has over world events.

The Global Health Organisation was created to deliver the world real public health policies.

Ores free of the bias and influence of large Pharmaceutical companies and the dangerous agendas pushed by individuals such as Bill Gates the largest donor to the World Health Organisation.
Take back Australia is a not for profit initiative, for Australians by Australians, a force for good. Designed to bring our outdated and corrupted political system into the 21st Century, restore our battered democracy and national sovereignty to our country.

To also remove the corrupted Globalists control over our nation, to implement proper safeguards to ensure our politicians can never represent foreign powers again and to ensure the “Great Reset Agenda” is defeated.

Take back Australia
www.tbaustralia.com

Take back Our World
www.tbo.world

Take back Our World is a not for profit initiative, for the people by the people, a force for good. Designed to bring our outdated and corrupted political systems into the 21st Century, restore our battered democracies and national sovereignties to our nations.

To also remove the corrupted Globalists control over our nations, to implement proper safeguards to ensure our politicians can never represent foreign powers again and to ensure the “Great Reset Agenda” is defeated.

The Global Entertainment Initiative was founded to create an industry by the people for the people, to entertain and educate, that’s a “force for good”.

Covering acting, music, comedy and the arts, this new world initiative recognises the importance these industries play in a healthy function society to add massive value and contribute to society’s well being.

OUR PARTNERS

www.globalentertainmentinitiative.com
WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP:

Join us in this historic fight. Donate, volunteer, and participate in whatever peaceful way you can. Stay updated on our community projects and initiatives with opportunities for investment and business. Contact us at contact@ghorganisation.com to offer your help and support.

www.ghorganisation.com